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Pagelb
Drag queens and king
strutted their stuff on
stage April 28 to entertain the crowd and raise
money.

Page7b
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity won the men's intramural soccer championship,
and Hart Copege won the
women's division.
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Racers appear in court for hearing
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org

Murray State junior Terrence
Biggers and junior running back
R()nald Lane appeared in Calloway County District Court
Thursday morning and waived
their rights to preliminary hearings.
University Police arrested the
two on drug trafficking charges
April 28 at their College Courts
apartment. Biggers and Lane were
arrested following the execution
of a search warrant on their apartment.

..

Terrence
Biggers

Ronald
Lane

Biggers, a former Murray State
football player from Mayfield,
and Lane, from Bradenton, Fla.,

were charged with possession of are also banned from alcohol and the football program.
drug paraphernalia and drug traf- drug use. If arrested on other
"Charges of this severity and
ficking within 1,000 yards of a criminal charges, the bond will be magnitude demand stepped-up
school
with
enhancements revoked.
review of our football program.''
Murray State Athletics Director Ward said. "A thorough examinabecause
of semi-automatic
weapons found in Biggers and Allen Ward immediately suspend- tion must continue. In order to
Lane's apartment, according to ed Lane from the football team facilitate a complete review, fair
court records.
April 29. and released a statement to all, I have discussed this with
Head Coach Joe Pannunzio, and
The bonds for both men were concerning the arrests.
reduced from $50,000 cash bonds
"These are serious charges, and he has been placed on paid adminto $10,000 cash bonds. Both still the type of behavior described is istrative leave pending further
remained in the Calloway County intolerable," Ward said. "At no investigation."
time will I condone this conduct.''
No dates are set for investigaJail at press time.
Following the arrests, Joe Pan- tion of the football program.
District Court Judge Jeanne
Biggers and Lane will appear
Carroll banned the defendants nunzio, head coach for the footfrom visiting Murray State's cam- ball team, was placed on paid before a grand jury, but the date
pus, contacting the football team administrative leave as officials for their next hearing has not
and each other. Biggers and Lane will conduct an investigation of been set.

MSU junior faces
child porn charges

In full bloom

Jac.q uellne Jordan
Assistant News Editor
jjordan@thenews.org

A Murray State student
charged with distributing
matter portraying a minor
in a sexual performance
appeared at 8 a.m. Thursday
in Calloway County District
Court.
Public Safety arrested
Michael Lee Smith, 22,
junior from Clay. April 28
after officers searched his
White College room and
found child pornography.
Public Safety Officer
Jamie Branch said an
acquaintance of Smith,
Willie Pierce from Hartford,
found the child pornography on Smith's computer
when he borrowed it. Pierce
notified Public Safety.
According to Pierce's
written statement, the files
contained images of females
who appeared to be under
10-years~old participating in
sexual intercourse with
adult males.

Public Safety seized
Smith's computer and several hundred compact disks
from his room and found
between 8,000 and 10,000
images of underage children
engaged in sexual acts.
Officer Jamie Branch said
Public Safety found one
image that appeared to be
an adult's body with a
child's face superimposed,
but the others appeared to
be oflO-year·old children.
During Public Safety
questioning, Branch said
Smith admitted to possessing child pornography.
Smith's bond was originally set at $50,000 but was
reduced to a $5,000 cash
bond with the conditions he
cannot have contact with
anyone under 18 and nol
have access to a computer.
He also cannot consume
drugs or alcohol and must
live at home.
At press time, Smith was
in the Calloway County Jail,
but his mother said she
intends to post bail.

University ftles answer
to former AD's lawsuit
in U.S. District Court
Melissa Kilcoyne
Editor in Chief
mkilcoyne@thenews.org
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Facilities Management Worker Fred Shelton plants petunias in front of Regents College Wednesday.

Students consider campus beautification costs reasonable
Heather Bryant
Contributing Writer
Daffodils, hyacinths, pansies and mums are just a
few of the flora that decorate Murray State's campus
with a rainbow of colors
and a myriad of aromas.
While some students may
think the money spent on
landscaping
could
be
directed toward other ends,
Elena Krieger, senior from
O'Fallon, Ill., said she
encourages her friends to
visit the campus because
she is proud of its appearance.
"I think it's gorgeous, and

it's part of why I came to
Murray State,'' she said.
But Krieger said she does
not know how much money
the University spends on
landscaping.
"Sometimes there's so
many people working on
(the landscaping) you wonder if that's where all my
tuition money's going," she
said.
Trisha Abbott, junior
from Troy, Ill., said she
notices the landscaping is
redone every year but is not
sure it is necessary.
"I think they do a great
job, but they don't need to
do as much," she said.

The University's landscaping makes it appear
friendlier and more inviting, Abbott said.
"It makes me feel at
home," she said. "It's something nice to look at, and it's
like it's got life to the campus."
Wayne Harper, associate
director of facilities management, is in charge of all
of Murray State's landscaping decisions.
He said there are four
planting seasons in the
annual routine at the University. Beginning in the
spring, the grounds crew
plants the first summer

annuals, and the crew
plants
the
traditional
Homecoming mums in
May. They also plant the
winter annuals, which are
primarily pansies in late
fall.
Facilities Management
has requested increases for
its $6,000 landscaping budget without success in the
past few years. Harper said.
"Over the years, there's
been reducing in the budget," he said. ''I don't think
(the cost of landscaping) is
anywhere near what people
think it to be."

see OFFICIALS I 3

Murray State responded to former
Athletics Director E.W. Dennison's lawsuit, detailing defenses and requesting a
dismissal in its answer flled with the
court March 16.
The court previously granted Murray
State's request to move the suit to the
U.S. District Court in Frankfort.
Dennison began the suit when he ftled
a complaint Feb. 17 in Franklin Circuit
Court against Murray State, University
President F. King Alexander. the Board
ofRegents and the individual members.
E~
In his suit, Dennison alleged a breach Dennison
of contract when he was transferred
from athletics director to director of Corporate and Foundation Giving in September 2004. He alleged the board
removed him because of his political affiliation.
In its answer. the University alleged the claim should be
dismissed because Dennison's claim was flawed. The
answer also asserted Dennison waived his right to sue for
breach of contract when he accepted the job transfer.
The complaint Dennison flied requested compensatory
damages. He sought punitive damages to punish the University for the alleged violation of his constitutional rights
to freedom of speech and expression.
However, the University denied the statements. stating
Dennison's constitutional rights were not violated. Murray State further denied any wrongdoing in the transfer.
Murray State requested the University be reimbursed
for reasonable attorney's fees and immediate dismissal.
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News Editor: Stt'phanie Zdk:r
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•Police Beat
Thursday, April28

Michael Md aurine/The News

Gidget, playing in the Q.u ad, r eturns a ball t o her owner, w ho w as one of
many students taking advantage of Tuesday's wann weather.

Department to conduct
traffic stops on campus
Public Safety will conduct traffic
safety checkpoints on campus until
May 14. Officers will check for
impaired drivers, children who arc
not properly restrained and seatbelt
usage. The checkpoints will be at
various campus locations.

Public Safety suggests
caution on theFacebook
Public Safety would like to remind
students using tht!Facebook to be
cautious when providing personal
information online.
The department discourages the
University community from provid·
ing anything other than general information to unknown recipients.
Threats or harassment should be
reported to the police at 762-2222.

log onto the Webmail homepage and
follow the on-screen instructions.
For tips on creating a password,
visit http:// campus.murraystate.edu/
mailhclp/password_tips.htm.

President holds forum
to discuss rise in tuition
Murray State University President
F. King Alexander will discuss the
potential tuition increase at 3 p.m.
Monday in the Curris Center Theater.
The board of regents will vote on
the proposal, which would cost students from $222 to $595 more each
semester, May 20.

, r-

University e-mail users
must change passwords
' All Murray State Webmail users

must change their account passwords
by 6 p.m. May 23.
To change a password, users must

9:43 a.m. A caller reported a
vehicular accident in the Public
Safety parking lot. T he individual left a message on the vehicle he/she had hit. A report was
taken.
1:20 p.m. Michael L. Smith, 22,
junior from Clay, was· arrested
for distribution of matter por·
traying a minor in a sexual per·
formance. The subject was
transported to Calloway County Jail.
2:29 p.m. A caller from the
Athletic Department reported
missing money. A report was
taken, and the incident is under
investigation.
3:56 p .m. Terrence Biggers, 22,
senior from Mayfield, and
Ronald Lane, 23, junior from
Bradenton, Fla., were arrested
for drug trafficking within
1,000 yards of a school, possession of firearms and possession
of drug paraphernalia.
9:28p.m. A caller from Faculty
Hall reported a white SUV driving recklessly on the sidewalk.
The vehicle was gone upon
officer arrival.
11:10 p.m. A caller from Ordway Hall reported an odor in
the ballroom. An officer investigated the smell and found an
art student melting wax for an
art project.

Friday, April 29
1:58 a.m. A caller from Regents
College reported a shower
would not shut off. Central
Plant was advised.
4 :14 p.m. T he owner of a
stolen bicycle found the bike
on campus. An information
report was taken.
6:24 p.m. The alarm at Sparks
Hall was activated. Individuals
were working in the building
later than normal.

Saturday, April 30
Campus Briefly is compiled by
jacqueline Joraan, assistant news editor. If you would like to submit information for Campus Rriefly, phone
762-4480.

4 a.m. A caller from Franklin
College reported individuals
making too much noise. An
officer advised the subjects to
keep it down.

8:51 p.m. The Murray Police
Department was notified a
female passed out in the third
floor women's bathroom in the
Curris Center. The individual
refused treatment and transport.
8:58 p.m. A caller from the
Curris Center reported several
cars parked back-to-back so
vehicle owners could not
leave. The owners moved the
vehicles.

Sunday, May I
2:36 a.m. Central Plant was
advised a power outage caused
multiple fire alarm activations
on campus.
5:37 p.m. An individual in
Regents College accidentally
hit the call button on the elevator. The elevator was functioning properly.

Monday, May 2
9:13 a.m. A caller from
Winslow Cafeteria reported an
employee had found a set of
keys. The property was turned
in to lost and found at Public
Safety.
3:09 p.m. A caller from
Franklin College reported the
air conditioner unit was producing a smoke-like smell. The
residence director advised
there was no smoke or fire.
T he Murray Fire Department
was notified, and Facilities
Management confirmed the fan
motor was the source of the
smelL
4:57p.m. The residence direc·
tor of Elizabeth College reported an elevator was stuck with
the doors partially opened.
S:38 p.m. A caller from Elizabeth College reported an individual was stuck in an elevator
on the first floor. Central plant
was notified to call an elevator
specialist.
11:34 p.m. A caller from Hart
College reported a door was
propped open, and individuals
were entering the building. An
officer secured the door, and

the front desk was notified.

Tuesday, May 3
10:55 a.m. An individual having trouble breathing was
reported on the ground outside
Faculty Hall. Emergency Medical Services responded, but
the subject refused medical
treatment.
4:01p.m. A caller from Hester
College reported possible
criminal mischief to a vehicle.
No damage was done to the
vehicle, but the windows were
painted. An information report
was taken.
9:29 p.m. Racer Patrol reported a speeding vehicle in the
Roy Stewart Stadium parking
lot. The vehicle was gone upon
officer arrival.

Wednesday, May 4
12:11 p.m. A caller from
Winslow Dining Hall reported
vehicles parked in the alley
preventing delivery trucks
from making deliveries.
2:47 p.m. An individual
reported his/her license plate
•bad been stolen. The individual
ftled a report with the University Police Department.
10:21 p.m. Racer Patrol reported skateboarders violating the
campus skateboard police outside the Cutchin Fieldhouse.
The individuals were advised
skateboards are for transportation only.

Motorist assists - 1
Racer escorts - 12
Arrestli!- 3

Police Beat is compiled by
Jacqueline Jordan, assistant
news editor, with materials
provided by Pu51ic Safety. All
dispatched calls are :pot listed.
For a complete listing. visit
www.thenews.org.
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641 Club
Academic Affairs
Accounting Department
AIMS
Alliance
Alpha Delta Pi
Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Omicron Pi
Alpha Sigma Alpha
Alpha Sigma Phi
America's Church of God
Angel's Attic
Asian Buffet
August Moon
B & H Automotive
B & L Automotive Dist.
Backyard Burger
Baldy's
Barbara's Cakes
Betty's Bridal Cottage .
Blockbuster
Bluegrass Believer
Body Haven
Boone Laundry
Bradley Book Company
Brandon Auto World
Brinn's Quality Lube and Tire
Bri'z Cabz
Broadcast Media
Cakes. & More
Calloway County Chiropractic
Calloway Gardens/ Essex Downs
Apnrtments
Campus Lights
Campus Recreation
Car Quest
Career Services
Carroll Tire and Wheel Alignment,
Inc.
CCSA
Chapman Entertainment
Cheri Theatre
Chcrokel' Hills
Chester Hack & Lights
China House Buffet
Christian Community Church
Christian Science Sodety
College Republicans
Cornerstone Coffee House
Cross Culture
Cunningham Auto Repair
Curris Center
Cutting Edge
Dan's
Darla's Uptown Salon
Department of Theater and Dance
Discount Christian Bookstore
Diva Tun

DK Kelley
Dr. James
Duke's Performance
Dumplin's
Dustin Hocsli
Eastside Auto Body Repair
El Tequila
Elizabeth College
Elm Street Baptist Church
Ernie's Sports Bar
Eyecarc Specialties
Eyes & Eyewcar
Ezell's Cosmetology School
Facilities Management
Factory Connection
Financial Aid Office
First Baptist Church
First Christian Church
Food Services
Froggy's Sports Bar
GFI Research
Glendale Road Church uf Christ
Global Mortgage Link
Gloria's
Goshen United Methodist Church
Graduate Admissions
Graduate Studies
Greg LaLiberte
Habitat for Humanity
Hagle
Hardee's
Harlan Automotive
Hart College
Head to Toe
Heritage Bank
Hollyannah's Gift and Consignment
Hookup
Hope Harbor Church
Horton's Lockshop
Housing
Housing Office
Huddle House
Hungry Dear
Institute for International Service
Institutional Advancement
J. Edwards
Japan Exchange
JMC Department
Journey Church
Kappa Alpha
Kentucky Fried Music Festival
Kroger
Krystal
La Cosina
Lamb's Photography
Lambda Chi Alpha
Lee Jewelry Artisans
Live Oak Apartments

Locus Grove Baptist
Lorenzo Johnson Body Shop
Los Portales
Mahmoud Abdul-Fattah
Main Street Music
Mark Wilson
Martha's Restaurant
Martial Arts America
Matt B's
•
McNair Scholarship
M~lody Holder
Miller Memorial Gtllf Course
Mineral Wells Packaging
Movie Gallery
Movie World
MOZZ
Mr. Ed's
Mr. Gatti's
Mr. ]'s
Mr. Penguin
Murray Appliance
Murray Place
Napa Auto Parts
Neon Beach
New Ufe Christian Bookstore
Nursing Department
O'Reilly Auto Parts
Oakwood Studios
Occasions Unlimited
Office Depot
Office of Equal Opportunity
Omicron Delta Kappa
On A Personal Note
Organization of Murray Art Students
Orschlens
Pagliai's
Papa John's
Paradise Snow
Paris Limousine Service
Patricia Klapper-Ear Piercing
PC Doctor
Peace Corps
Peach Blossom Health Food
Peddler's Mall
P~ggy's Kitchen
Pella
Phi Kappa Tau
Pier 1
Pizza Hut
Pizza Pro
Political Candidates
Premier Mini Storage
Provost Office
Racer Athletics
Raccrcard Office
Red Bam Gift Shoppe
Reflections

Region's Bank
Regional Special Events Center
Registrar's Offtce
Ribbons of Chocolate
Riley's Used Furniture
Rita's Neat Repeats
Saint Thomas Hospital
School Relations
Scott Nissan
Scott Nossem
Serloin Stockade
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Sigma Sigma
Sirloin Stockade
Southern Illinois University
Special Ocassion
Special Occasions Plus
Speech and Debate Team
St. John Missionary Baptist Church
Stables
State Farm
Stateline Western World
Stephanie's Cabaret
Student Affairs
Student Government Association
Student Law Association
Student Organizations
Sullivan's Par Three Course
Sun Star Tanning
Sunset Boulevard
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Tee's to Please, Inc.
Tennessee Valley Authority
Terrapin Station

Front

The Big Apple Cafe
The Bookmark/Gameday
The Bull Pen
The Cake Lady
The Cherry Tree
The Gallery
The Keg
The Mane Event
The Place
The Purple Building
Thoroughbrewed
TK's Kitchen
Toyota of Hopkinsville
Trophy Case
Tropics Tanning Salon
Underground Attitude
United Methodist Campus Ministry
University Christian Student Center
University of Kentucky
University Store
US Bank
Veterans' Affairs
Vintage Rose
Wellness Center
Westwood Wines and Liquors
Wild Raspberry
Wilson's Florist.
WKMS
Woodmen of the World
Workman Motor
YMCA
Your's, Mine and Ours
You thin
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Officials explain need for landscaping improvements

Murray State's sununer proj~s

From Pagel

•'N~w lt~cle~ttal ~oll~@! Plans are to beglia eo•
structlon in the fall semester. The Ulliversity Is
~eei~ betWeen two sites. Th~ new buUdkag Will
eventually r eplace Clark CoUege.
• ~-~len§;e G,Q,!DJtleJQ Phase 2 will begin slaortly, but
definlte ates are unknoWD.
• \VJ!!t--!LI.-~at.J~~!I ~J_g~~@t Elizabeth
and White will be revamped to eaeourap more
soc:lal ptheriags. A food area, whldl Will aeeept
meal plans and be opetalate. will be added to the
.flrit floor of Regents.
• ,Bamll~_g!l_ tfe!d: It will be ex:paaded to create
more green space. About two and. one half fteldt
will .be ad<\ed to the area to aDow ID.Uidple ·~Qtra.;o
mural games to occur at the same·tJme.
• Par.k!ng; Two hew parklllg lots wDl be added
near the new Science Complex.
·
• Y!U!U_e$:! Workers Wlll redo ligh~ ac:l'OS$ c:IUil·
pus to Jnake lightS brighter ud more cost e«~
tive. They will also be more ebvlrolllllentallY
friendly. This Is part of a $6,5 mUUoa .-roJeet that
also wiD replace water pipes across~
• ~mte J.U!t~J Because of private doDatlcms, a
previously existias skyllpt wDI be brOI:iP.t • baek
Into viewing. A drop ceiling addition Ill the 19701
coneeals the UPt• Wat,rft~t~ The UDiyersity wW panue
more fund-raising eft'orts to pay for a Sl.S adllloa
renovation project. Compact slael~ Is plaD.Ded
to improve space allotment.
• Tennis Courts: The ~'lifteD Tennis Courts wiD
be ~one.-The -mtramilra) courts will be .....
faced.

Harper said the department
decreases landscaping cost by planting perennials that do not have to be
re-planted and flowering trees that
bloom throughout various times of the
year.
"The daffodils you see now were
planted years ago, and they've naturalized and spread out," he said.
Harper said during important
events like Homecoming or Alumni
Weekend, the grounds crew freshens
up the flower beds.
"We have to be very careful to keep
things looking at a high level of
appearance," he said.
He said one of his personal favorite
landscaping projects is the garden
beside Faculty Hall.
"That was a very UI1sigbtly area," he
said. "(University President F. King
Alexander) asked ifl would work with
that area," he said.
Harper said he enjoys his work and
the outcome of all of the planning and
planting.
"It enriches a person's life to have a
positive, beautiful atmosphere," he
said. "We try to rrlaintain and develop
(the landscaping) so it will be easy
and inexpensive to take care of in the
future."
The University's horticulture students also contribute to the landscap-

Ricky Agosti

Facilities Management workers Fred Shelton (left) and Stuart Short
plant flowers to help beautify the campus and attract students.
ing by growing and planting flowers.
Paul Radke, director of School Relations, said each visitor receives an
evaluation form when they come to
Murray State.
"One of the comments we get a lot,
actually about 75 percent, say what a
beautiful, well-kept campus we have,"
he said. •
Radke said it speaks to the pride of
the University when visitors write
comments about the landscaping.

He said from these responses, he
has the statistics to prove the landscaping does have a considerable
effect on recruitment.
"Putting a good face to campus is
very important in our successful
recruitment," he said. "To me, it's a
small amount of money to pay for the
amount of good it does. I don't know
what those exact dollars are, but
they're no where near what people
think they are."

Unlv.erstty President F. Ki!\9 Alexanderand
Vice President of Student An-irs Don Robertson

Monday

Thesday

Wednesday

Thursday

MARTINI MADNESS
1/2 Price Martinis

$1.50 MARG ARITAS
5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

OYSTER NIGHT
50¢ Oysters on
the HaJfsheU

6 p.m. - close

75¢ BUD BEER
9 p.m.- close

MILLER NIGHT
Bucket of Beer
Six Miller L ite Long
Necks only $10

~uugry
'R!staurant

~

Karaoke 7:30 p.m. - ?
9. p.m. - close

cBear

Ezell's

C osmetol ogy \ .. \tt'
School
~1~~/

'Fun ceenter

/C1;
.,

, .-~ ...~~ ··1
~r

(

MSU, Students.
Receive 10% discount!

OPE N SIX DAYS
A WEEK

Look your best from head to toe with
hairstyles, highlighting,
manicures, and pedicures!

closed on Wed11esdays

Come in for a new look!

1310 Main St.

504 Maple St. · 753·4723

753-7641

Monday • Friday 8 a.m. • 2:~0 p.m.

••c:good CFood

~

CFun f'or C£veryone"

LIVE

PERFORMANCE!
Anchored Soul Concert
Tonight • 6 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Outdoor Open Mic Karaoke
Saturday • 6 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Call 759-5648 for more details,

Classes available in Cosmetology & lnslructor Training

200 S. Fourth St. • Murray, Ky.

What better way to top off a spec/dl
oCcasion .than With a II!!JQ.USine fidel
<rherapeutic }Vlassage
~wlte~r~veryone deserves a one-hour vt.Katlonl"
-...S"""

Our low r ates inc lude unlimited
mileage, driver's fees , and
applicable taxes.
For more information call us at
(731) 642-2838

Eac h of Our 3 Limos Offer
• Televisions

• DVDNCR
• Custom-Made Bars
• 10-12 Passenger Seating

161-0045
(dift Certtficates /Ivai/able

Call for an appo;ntment

PC DOCTOR

Check us out on the web
www.parisluxurylimousines.com

• Comprehensive
Exams for Glasses &
Contact Lenses
YlKI.iS! We're ovemuckcdl

• Treatment of Eye
Infections
• Component upgrades
• Software upgrades
•Repair
• Speed increases
• General maintenance
• Home Networks installed and set up
•Custom built computers
• Virus removal
• Popup's removed
• Custom built databases
• System and Network Consulting

PC DOCTOR
Murray, Ky.
270-226-9577

416 Main St.

• Walk-Ins Welcome

Is your super-fast computer
running slow?
Does it take all day for
your computer to boot up?
Is your computerslow going from
Web page to Web page?
20 years experience with
Computers. Graduate of University
Of Louisville. Classes include A+,
Net +, MCSE, MCDBA, Access,
SQL SeNer, and Visual Basic. net.

the_pcdoctor@charter.net

753•5507
EYES &EYEWEAR

s~Je!

Sale! Sn!e!

April N • Muv 7
20% off >tOr<: w1Jc (cxdudil'll( ~('1<:dal pnCLoJ lt~m.), Shop c:arly,
Sorry, no SJ'l'U~I on.lers.

'

~

753·0859

1
~

~__,-~, .... _e,,q-t$,,,_
...

.,...,

Dr. Doup w. Payne

In Olympic Plaza, Next to Los Portales, Murray

Brow Waxes ........... $6

Colors.........$35 and up

Take a look at our large Selection
of Designer Frames and Sunglasses:

Men's Clipper Cuts...$9

HighHghts ...$45 and up

GUCCI

RALPH Armani

kate spade

B U RBERR Y

RALPH LAUREN

Tommy Hilfiger
Valentino

··Quality E y ecar e
for the Entir e Family."

Shampoo. Cut & StyJe.................................................$17

OLYMPIC PLAZA
(NEXT TO AUGUST MOON)

759-1112

I
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Opinion Editor: Carrie Pond
Phone: 762-4468

OPINION
Drugs tarnish athletics
A rrests reflect pOorly on University
O UR VIEW:

What are your plans
for the summer?
"I am working as
a camp counselor
at Camp Lakewood in Potosi,
Mo."

Issue:
THE APRIL

28 ARRESTS
OF TWO

MURRAY
STATE STU-

Megan George
fresh,.n, St. LouiS. Mo.

DENTS IS
NOT THE
FIRST TIME

"I am going to
Summer Beach
· Project ... with
Campus Outreach
to grow in my
relationship with
Christ."
Tyler Pbilllps

PEOPLE
WITH TIES
TO THE
ATHLETIC
DEPARTMENT HAVE

MADE

ssnkJr, LOUiSVI/16

CHOICES
THAT

uThis summer I
will be a nanny
for a close family,
save my money
and consider how
l blew it all this
year."
Hilary Fackler
freshman. LovisviHB

"Making some
money, marinating in my free
time and picking
up some ladies.
Who doesn't like
the exotic look?"
Christoph er
Weaver
junior, Lov/sv/1/B

Ricky Agostin/The News

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail: the news@ murraystate.edu
Fax: 762-3175
www.thenews.org

Melissa Kilcoyne
Ed1tor In Chief • 762-6877

Vanessa Childers
Managing Editor · 762-4468

Stephanie Zeller
News Editor • 762-4468

Carrie Pond
Opinion Editor · 762-4468

Janet Robb
College Ute Editor • 762-4468

Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor • 762-4481

Andrea Chapman
Online I Photo Editor · 762-4480
Stephanie Buford
Advertising Manager • 762-4478

Joe Hedges
Adviser • 762-2998

11le Murray State News strives to be the University community's source for information.
Our goal Is to present that information In a fair
and unbiased manner and also prov1de a free
and open forum for expression and debate.
11le Murray State News offers a hands-<m
learning environment for those students interested In journalism or other fields relating to the
production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from cen·
sorship and advance approval of copy: and, its
editors should be free to develop their own editorial and news policies.
The Murray State News Is prepared and edit·
ed by students and Is an official publication of
Murray State University. The first copy of The
Murray State News is free. Add•tlonal copies
are available for 25 cents at 111 Wilson Hall.

The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News. The edi- .
torial board is composed of all
section editors.

When prominent people are
caught doing bad things, it makes
POORLY ON
the news.
THE UNIOn April 28, Murray State run'
VERSITY.
ning back Ron Lane and former
football player Terrence Biggers
were arrested and charged with
possession of drug paraphernalifl
and drug trafficking within 1,000
Position: yards of a school with semi-automatic weapons in their College
Courts apartment.
HOPEFULLY,
This was not the first time
WITH THE
Murray State athletes have run-in
ARRIVAL OF with the law. In 2004, two memhers of the men's basketball
THE NEW
team, Adam Chiles and Kelvin
ATHLETICS
Brown, were arrested for drug
DIRECTOR,
possession shortly before the
NECESSARY team was to play in the NCAA
tournament.
CHANGES
Incidents such as these are repWILL BE
rehensible and reflect poorly not
MADE.
only on the teams that the players represent but the University
as a whole. As members of a
REFLECTED

Murray State team, these players
represent the entire University
and their actions, whether positive or negative, lead to how peopie view the entire school.
The. April 28 arrests were not
just the talk of the University or
·even the community. The incident was broadcast on a Lexington news station, and ESPN carried the story on its Web site,
which can be viewed by anyone,
anywhere with aceess to a -rom-puter and the Internet.
Do we really want someone
who knows nothing about Murray State to first hear about the
University through rumors of its
druggie sports players?
To answer that question, no, we
do not. We want our University
to be recognized for its academic
and athletic achievements, its
beautiful campus and its friendly,
welcoming atmosphere.
Sadly, people remember the
exciting, albeit negative, news
more easily than they remember
the good. As we all know, a drug
bust resulting in arrests is much
more memorable than campus

landscaping improvements.
Obviously, things need to
change. Whatever the athletic
department has done in the past
has not worked out very well.
With the arrival of new Athletics Director Allen Ward, change
may be on the horizon.
Ward, who has been in office a
little more than a month, was
selected to replace former Athletics Director E:W. Dennison.
Ward can view the situation
without the biases or preconceptions that may have made making
necessary changes so difficult in
the past.
Hopefully, with a new person
'taking charge of a department
with a difficult history, the situation will get better in the coming
years. We look forward to seeing
changes made to improve the
perception of the athletes and, in
turn, the University and all of its
students.
The next time our sports teams
make the news, let's hope it will
be because of their athletic
achievements - not their drug
usage.

•Your 0j)iniot1
Coverage of marathon
poor, unappreciative
On April 27, 25 of Master Tung
Dinh's students gathered at Martial Arts America to support him
for the remaining minutes of his
30-hour sit-up marathon. We all
cheered and waved to him, knowing he could see us via the live
video feed from his studio in
Murray to the Gold's Gym in
New York.
Unfortunately, the editorial
staff of The Murray State News
did not deem such a feat to be
worthy of extraordinary notice.
To my utter disappointment, I
had to dig through the paper Friday until I found his story buried
on the last page.
Upon Master Dinh's return to
Murray, he will receive the hero's
welcome he deserves.
In the midst of the celebration,
I hope he doesn't pick up a copy
of The Murray State News. If he
does, be will see that his pain, his
incredible determination, his
love for this country and the citize~ in it and his dedication to
his community were not deemed
worthy by the editorial staff for
the front page of the student
newspaper.
It was an event that will live on
in the hearts of the Vietnam vet-

erans, the faithful students in
Murray who gathered for those
30 hours to participate with him,
the millions who watched the
CNN and NBC coverage, the
record-keepers and the myriads
of others who will remember the
man who accomplished his goal
of 30 hours of sit-ups for one reason: freedom.
Murray State students will
remember too. but regrettably,
the credit for that won't go to
The Murray State News.
Holly Wise
Junior
Murray

Faculty gives ,approval
ofmvestigationeffort
Murray State's athletic program has a long and proud tradition. Throughout our history,
they have made invaJuable contributions to our University.
However, in recent times,
problems have begun to surface
that, if ignored, would undermine
these traditions.
Thus, we, the Executive Committee of the Faculty Senate, support the actions that President F.
King Alexander and Athletics
Director Allen Ward are taking
to address these problems. We

are confident they will carry out
their investigations in a way that
is fair to all.
We do not believe any of our
coaches have done anything
inappropriate or that they should
be responsible for every action of
their players.
We do believe it is prudent for
the University to suspend operations long enough to make a complete assessment of our programs
and to try to ascertain what has
brought us to this point.
Once the roots of these problems have been identified and
addressed, our current coaches
and teams will again be able to
compete with pride, free from
the burden of suspicion.
Athletics teach humankind
how to find the best within ourselves, and as a University, we
stand as a model for our students,
our alumni and others who might
take notice of what we do.
Let us continue to . strive to
measure up to this charge.
Executive Committee of the Faculty Senate:
Edward Thome, chairman
Joy Navan, associate professor of
education
Terry Strieter, faculty regent
Arlene Hall, associate professor

of special education
Terry McCreary, associate professor of chemistry
Peggy Pittman-Munke, associate
professor of social work, criminal
justice and gerontology
Bill Palmer, assistant professor of
industrial and engineering technology
Winfield Rose, professor of government law and international
affairs
Mittie Southerland, professor of
social work, criminal justice and
gerontology
Steve White, assistant professor
of biological sciences

Write to us
11ae Mwray State Newa welCOIMI COIIUDaltaries -aDd

letters to
1bO ..... lAicts should be 300
~.or lm and mU5t be signed
CorltribUtars should include
MIIRisiMS lftd phone quntbers for
Wlri6cati0n. PleMe include hometown. • dua4fic:atiqn1 title or rela~ to U1e University.
Commeatarict$ .sbould be limited
to 500 wotds. The Murray State
NeWS' reserves the nght to edit for
style,l$Jjth and toatent.
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SGA President has plans for future
In My
Opinion

Scott
Ellison
"I WILL WORK
MY HARDEST
TO SEE THAT

WE, THE
STUDENTS,
ARE TAKEN
CARE OF."

I would like to thank
everyone who participated
in this year's exciting election.
Since I am going to be
representing the students, I
would like to take this
opportunity to introduce
myself and tell you a little
about me.
Some of my interests are
wakeboarding, wood carving, basketball and dancing.
One of my other interests is
staying busy and involved.
The reason I take pleasure
in being involved is
because I enjoy being the
person. that people can
come to for help.
I am a very motivated
individual and would say
that I have a very positive
outlook on life. llove Murray and have expressed my
feelings about this University through a variety of
positions.
Now, as president, I have
the chance to work to help
improve this University
and to be a proud voice for
every student.

I hope to be the person
you come to with complaints, suggestions, comments or food. If you bring
me food, I will fall in love
with you.
I have met a wide range
of students since I have
been here and have made
myself available to many
groups.
I have goals of my own,
but 1 believe the most
important part of my position is to hear what the rest
of you want and see to it
that something is done
about it.
I want to do a joint event
with the Black Student
Council and International
Student Organization. I
know some of the members
of these groups, and I think
it would be great to bring
these leadership groups
together for an event with a
wide range of students.
I am also looking forward
to working to help design
and see the making of a
new residential college. I
think that this is a major

project that is going to be ported the various teams
in the works in the near on campus.
future, and I hope to help
I am here to represent
make it a building you can the students, and I want to
have a good relationship
be excited about.
Another issue I want to with everyone. Any time
tackle is the problem with you want to talk, come to
counseling on campus. The the SGA office on the first
people in charge of coun- · floor of the Curris Center.
I know it can be hard to
seling are doing a great job
with what they have, but I walk into places where you
believe they could use do not know anyone, but
more help. Counseting is an just come in and ask for
important service for stu- Scott, and I would be more
dents on this campus who than happy to talk about
do not necessarily have what is going on.
someone to go to like they
I will be here in Murray
would if they were at home. this summer working and
The last thing I am look- having a good time.
ing forward to is working
I will try to make myself
with athletics to help available for you whenever
improve student relations you need me.
with athletes, so that everyIt is an honor and privione can get to know the lege to be working for you
athletes they will be cheer- and I will work my hardest
ing on. High school sports to see that we, the students,
were fun to attend because are taken care of.
I knew the players I was
rooting for, so why does
college have to be differ- Scott Ellison, SGA presient? I love Murray athlet- dent-elect, is a junior busiics, and it would be even ness administration major
better if more students sup- from St. Charles, Mo.

THE FINAL I S COMPREHENSIVE. UNFORTUNATELY
I WAS UNABLE TO COVER ALL THE MATERIAL ON
THE TEST SO I HAVE PROVIDED THE EXTRA READING
MATERIAL NEEDED. GOOD LUCK. THE FINAL IS AT
8:00 A.M. IN THE MORNING.

Judgment not main component of Christianity
In My
Opinion

Adam.L.
Mathis

"To REMOVE
THE LOVE OF
GOD FROM
CHRISTIANI-

TY IS TO
REMOVE THE
EXISTENCE OF
THE
RELIGION."

Those distant from Christianity seem to fiXate on the
restrictive aspects of the
faith. lt is simply human
nature to remember the
negative, to think of the
times some Christian has
offended you or some tenet
of the faith that you find
oppressive or discriminatory.
When this happens, however, the complete picture
is lost. What we lose is the
most central mt:~ssage of the
faith: love. To remove the
love of God from Christianity is to remove the existence of the religion.
The Bible verse almost
everyone is familiar with
proves the point, "For God
so loved the world that he
gave his only begotten son
that whomsoever believeth•
in him should not perish,
but have everlasting life"
(John 3:16).
To ignore this is tantamount to ignoring the Constitution when discussing
the American legal system.

Straight

from
the

horse's
mouth...

l

Love constitutes the portions of the Bible most people, including non-Christians, seem to like. Messages such as to love your
neighbor, the love God has
for His children, etc. are
pleasing to us. These are
messages everyone seems
to agree are the ones we
should all believe.
Only those who are utterly bereft of feeling and
moral responsibility can
argue with the utter beauty
of the notion of God taking
human form to die to save
His children.
While this is at the heart
of the message, what many
people fixate on is the
descriptions of hell and
eternal torment for sinners.
This is where many people begin to think of Christians as hypocritical and
judgmental. Christians are
often remembered as the
people who tell others what
they are doing is a sin and
they could wind up in hell
for that.

Yet this is only a very
small part of the Bible. Not
to say it is not true, but it
must be interpreted in context with the previous point
about love. While the part
about sinners being condemned to bell makes for
better sound bytes, it is
unfair to separate that from
the message that Christ died
for all.
But just as the message of·
God is not completely about
fire and brimstone, nor is it
a carte blanche to do whatever you wish. People seem
to take the message of universal love and tum it into a
license of complete freedom.
Love is not about doing
what you wish but helping
others to make the best
decision, not necessarily the
decisions they want to
make.
As much as people dislike
the thought of hell, most
people, without realizing it,
dislike the absence of hell
even more.

Angels enthusiast Guess his question was
seeks feDow faDs answere4
It's never good to be the Zebra-donkey mix
odd guy out.
On theFacebook.com, a bom in Barbados

Virtually no one wants to
fmd themselves sitting next
to Adolf Hitler and Joseph
Stalin in whatever afterlife
they have in mind. Simply
put, as C.S. Lewis once
noted, we want justice
done. We may not always
want it visited upon ourselves, but there is always
some "bad" guy out there
whom we want to get his
just desserts.
Even if you fmd all of this
to be completely unbelievable, it is at least admittable
that the message itself is
one of love. While some
people, past and present,
have used it to advocate
some message other than
love, the true nature of the
religion is focused on this
concept.
Let us at least do justice to
Christianity by remembering that- even those who do
believe it.
Adam L. Mathis is the outgoing business manager for the
Murray State News.

chocolate brown creature
with the black stripes of a
zebra on his ears and legs.
Maybe the zonkey can be
bred for its skills in l!lagic.

In the end,
there will be
laughter
I was that kid who always cried on
the last day of school. I'm sure my
teachers probably thought my parents were beating me over the summer instead of taking me to the beach
and feeding me popsicles.
The last-day-of-school feeling is
hard to describe. It's a potent combination of nostalgia,
sadness and introspection that has
the power to make
me write bad poetry
over coffee in Thoroughbrewed when I
should be working
on a research paper.
It also has the
power to make me
put off writing this
_,_. ,
column for as long U:.a.:llt!!W
as humanly possi- Elizabeth
ble. Perhaps, on
some level, I hoped if Cawein
I never got around to writing it, I
wouldn't have to face the fact that my
column has reached its end.
But they told me we can't run blank
white space here, so my attempt at
resistance caved pretty quickly.
For every one person who loved
reading my rants, raves and ram- ·
blings each Friday. there were probably five who found my very existence
offensive. For every person who has
lamented the end of my column,
there are probably three who are
rejoicing. You can't please all the
people all the time, and let's be honest - that was never my intention.
My hope is not that I always made
people happy, though it would be
nice to have made them laugh out
loud once or twice. My hope instead
is that J caused at least one person to
think about something - anything.
One of the greatest epidemics of
any generation, I believe, is the ten, dency of people to go through life
' simply not thinking. Whether my column moved you to weigh the pros
and cons of Owensboro versus Mem·
phis barbeque or question the necessity of the "Don't Ask, Don't Tell"
policy, you were giving thought to an
issue - perhaps one you'd never contemplated before, and perhaps in a
whole new light.
If that is true for just one of my
readers - and your comments in the
Quad and the coffee shop make me
certain that it is - then I have
achieved more in a year than some
writers achieve in a lifetime of churning out words on pages.
I won't miss being the object of personal hatred and Internet diatribes,
or having the brain strain of coming
up with an idea worthy of 500-plus
words every week. Writing this column hasn't been easy, but I'd be hard
pressed to find anything for which I'd
be willing to trade the experience.
So, to those who looked forward to
opening the paper to page 5 each
week, I bid you a fond farewelL You
will still see my face grace the opinion pages every once in a while,
whenever liberals somewhere are in
danger oflosing their civil liberties or
women are forgetting the significance of their vaginas.
And, if you can't hold out until
then, you can probably find me in the
coffee shop, minding my own and
keeping all those nasty opinions to
myself.
There's your last laugh - make it
last.

......

..

Elizabeth Cawein is the assistant college life editor for The Murray State
News and can be contacted at
ecawein@thenews.org.

the cutest prettiest thing.
She is so soft and cuddly.
And :she is really prissy.'
Welt, a few weeks ago,
something strange hap·
pened... she grew biills.
'
All the #Napoleon
DynaMurray State user Started a
Turns Qut that she was ,a he.
Student
discovers
group i.n hopes of meeting mite" fans on campus may
GREAT."
friends on campus with be familiar with Napoleon•s surprise on kitten
Oh, the little $urprises in
Sometimes on msurac- life can be the best.
sim.ilat interests, to no favorit~ animal, the Uger, a
avail. His group, "Am I the mix between a lion and a ers.com) members say some
unexpected things.
only Angels Fan On This tige,r.
Nashville resident
According to AOL News.
One user started a thread
Campus?" contains only
scientists have dubbed the that said, "My Cat Has a commits lewd acts
himself as a member..
According to Nashville
Another member typed zeora-donk.ey hybrid born Gender Identity Disorder."
the response, "You are the on a ranch in Barbados. a Her message read as fol- News Channel 5, a local
lows: "So I have a little kit- pilot for American Airlines
only Angels fan on this
ten named Tymora. She is was arrested Monday for
camp~."

"performing lewd and
obscene acts while naked,
in broad daylight, and in
front ofhis home."
A neighbor who had
taped him fondling himself
in his front yard alerted
police after witnessing similar events more than 25
times.
Neighbors just don't
respect privacy these days.
Seen somethi1J8 humorous.
confusing or outraging on
campus? Let us know. S~nd
tips for "Straight from the
horse's mouth" to cpond
@thenews.org.
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College heads select outstanding seniors
Jacqueline Jordan

Modlin, an English creative writing and
organizational communication double major,
jjordan@thenews.org
said he will work at the Governor's Scholars
program in Louisville this summer and will
Murray State's college heads have reached take some time off before attending graduate
a decision, and this semester's Outstanding school.
Senior Man and Woman are Brad Modlin and
"' might travel for a while," he said. "I think
Laura Nixon.
I'll just enjoy a year off and see what hapThe awards, based on academic achieve- pens."
ment, service and co-curricular activities,
Modlin said he is prepared for a career
were announced at the Senior Breakfast because of what he learned at Murray State.
Wednesday. The recipients will speak at
"I feel like (organizational communication)
commencement May 14.
has taught me a lot ... public speaking, generBrad Modlin, from Bowling Green, said he al communication, conversational communiwas surprised to be named Outstanding cation," he said. "I can consciously apply
r - - - - - - - - , Senior Man.
things I've learned."
"I was notified by letModlin studied abroad twice during his
ter," he said. "I just stood college career, once in Spain and once in
there squeezing the enve- Japan.
lope. I was so excited."
"It's given me a better concept of American
Modlin said studying life," he said. "The pace is so different, faster
abroad in Spain was one of in Japan and slower in Spain. It was nice to
his favorite college experi- see life in a slower pace."
ences, but all of his four
Modlin is involved in several organizations
years at Murray State have on campus. He is the president of the Honors
been enjoyable.
Program Student Council, a member of the
"It really is the little Gamma Beta Phi National Honor Society and
_.........._._ things (that I enjoy) - Alpha Mu Gamma National Foreign LanBrad
walking across campus and guage Honor Society and a member of the
Modlin seeing friendly people, or Baptist Student Union.
just walking through the Quad and appreciLaura Nixon, from Murray, said she was
ating what a beautiful campus we have," he surprised to be Outstanding Senior Woman.
said.
"I was stunned," Nixon said. "I'm honored
Assistant News Editor

because there is such a
great group of seniors and
to represent them is an
honor."
Nixon said studying
abroad has been her best
college experience.
"It's cliche, but it
changed my life," she said.
"When you leave your
comfort zone, you learn a
different
perspective.
There is only so much you
Laura
can learn inside the walls
Nixon
of a classroom."
Nixon said she will get married after graduation. She plans to move to Austria to
obtain her master's degree.
She said her experiences at Murray State
prepared her for moving to a new country.
"Studying abroad and seeing the diversity
on campus has made me realize 1 can be submerged in a new culture and be fine," she
said.
Nixon, a communication disorders and
Spanish doublt! major, is a member of Alpha
Omicron Pi. She is a member of Alpha Mu
Gamma National Foreign Language Honor
Society and a student ambassador for the
modern languages department. She is a
member of Gamma Beta Phi Honor Society
and the National Student Speech, Language
and Hearing Association.

Ads Club places fourth in nationwide competition
senior from Montgomery, Ill.,
said.
mstonefield@thenews.org
According to the American
Advertising Federation Web
Students finished a year of site, the challenge was to develhands-on experience with a op a $10 million national comfourth-place finish in an adver- munications plan to engage
tising campaign competition teenagers, including advertising,
against nine other universities.
partnerships. promotions and
The Murray State Ads Club direct marketing.
placed fourth in district five of
Gill Welsch, senior lecturer in
the American Advertising Feder- journalism and mass communiation's National Student Adver- cations and Ads Club adviser,
tising Competition April 23 in said students gained real-world
Dayton, Ohio.
experience while working on the
Ads Club President Alichia campaign.
Sawitoski said creating the cam"What the professionals and
paign for Yahoo! taught club alumni tell us is that this project
members how to work with oth- ... really is the closest thing that a
ers, despite minor difficulties.
student can get to the wonderful
"lt gets stressful mainly real world of advertising,"
because our team is smaller than Welsch said.
the rest of them," Sawitoski,
Half of the universities in the

Marianne Stonefield

Staff Writer

competition developed the campaign in a class while the other
half work on it as a club, Welsch
said.
Murray State students gained
more from using a club because
it gives students the opportunity
to participate for multiple years,
but for schools that use class settings, students are onJy given
one chance, Welsch said.
The club developed its campaign with less funding than ·
other schools that spent thousands of dollars.
Welsch said Murray State's
group spent less than $500 on its
project.
"The thing that I'm really
pleased with is that, on a low
budget, the students were able to
produce a very viable campaign
that the judges and other schools

·Premier Mini Storage
All Sizes Available NOW!

753-9600

Students, why drag all your stuff home
and back again? Store your stuff!

Indoor Climate Control
Now taking summer reservations!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rates from $12 monthly
Air conditioned units
We rent U-Hauls
Controlled access
On site manager
We sell boxes

•
•
•
•
•
•

Video surveillance
Pest control
Behind Goody's
No deposit required
Open seven days a week
Across from The Big Apple!

Ask about lower rates on New Upstairs Units!
Premier Mini Storage • 644 N 12th St. • Murray
www.hillsborocompanies.com

r----------------------------------,

:Free Padlock When You Move In!:

!

.Premier Mini Storage

!

:

Coupon good through May 31, 2005

:

L----------------------------------~

liked," Welsch said.
Brittaney Hall, senior from
Murray, did not go to the competition, but she worked on public
relations for the campaign.
"I've learned more in Ads Club
than in any of my classes
because of the hands-on experience," Hall said.
"I really
enjoyed working on it."
Advertising students at 200
universities across the country
were invited to create a campaign for a different client each
year for the competition. District
five is composed of 10 schools
from Kentucky, Ohio and West
Virginia.
John Carroll, West Virginia
and Western Kentucky universities placed ahead of Murray
State in first, second and third,
respectively.

Commencement
ceremony
scheduled
for May 14
Staff Report
By participating in the May 2005
Commencement ceremony, many
seniors prepare to say goodbye to
the University where they have
spent the past four or so years of
their lives.
Graduating seniors will asscmblt!
at 9 a.m. outside Gate A of the
Regional Special Events Center to
pick up name cards, and marshals
will begin to organize students in a
line.
The ceremony will be at 10 a.m.
May 14 at RSEC, but family members and friends of graduating
seniors need to arrive early because
seating is on a first-come basis,
according to the University Web
site.
Graduation attire includes a black
gown and black cap. The degree
earned determines the tassel color,
and colored stoles represent students' residential colleges.
Honors Program graduates will
wear golden cords. All commencement items can be purchased at the
University Bookstore in the Curris
Center.
University President F. King
Alexander will shake hands with
each student, and an official photograph will be taken as students walk
across the stage.
Complimentary
photograph
proofs will be moiled to the students' home addresses within tiw
days.
A link to view the photos online
for 48 hours will be sent to the students' Murray State e-mail address.
Enlargements of these photos can
be purchased through the online
link or by phone, mail and fax.
For further information on the
commencement ceremony and
events, visit www.murraystnte.edu /
provost/commcnccment /maycom.htm.
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Center will help businesses succeed
Rockelle Gray
Contributing Writer

photos by Erin Cummins/ The News

The Regional Business Center located at the comer
of mghway 121 Bypass and 16th Street is nearing
completion after months of construction.

Murray State will send
its 2005 graduates into the
professional world May 14,
and a new University project can help them start
their own businesses.
Murray State's Regional
Business Center at the University is designed to help
entrepreneurs in the business world.
University President F.
King Alexander said via email the center is set for
completion in August or
September, depending on
summer progress. He said
the business incubator will
provide a start-up center
for small companies.
"The type of innovative
companies we are looking
to provide assistance to are
higher technical knowledge-based businesses that
need MSU's help in getting
their operations off the

ground," Alexander said.
"The center will also house
MSU's Small Business
Development Center operations and other economic
assistance agencies."
According to the Murray
State Roundabout newsletter, the business incubator
Will focus on finding and
developing start-up businesses.
Alexander said the business center was formed
two years ago under the
direction of Buddy Buckingham, interim director of
the regional center, and
Patrick Powell, Innovations and Commercialization Center director.
To date, more than $4
million in capital has been
invested in 11 business
clients, which created at
least 20 new jobs. Clients
include Genesis Therapeutic Systems, StreamerNet
and Uni-vet Products.
"By the strength of Mur-

ray State University, its
faculty researchers and
strong graduate student
involvement, small innovative companies will be able
to acquire a unique support
structure to help their
ideas flourish into real
knowledge-based jobs,"
Alexander said.
The Paducah Sun reported any small business gets
a free initial assessment,
and those in need of ICC
services pay a $500 fee.
The center wants to raise
more than $3 million for
entrepreneurial development
The Sun also reported
Hoyt Choate, owner of the
software company Taplogic, obtained $25,000 in
state grants through the
center to develop a patent
for his business.
The innovation center is
serving businesses in Paducah, Madisonville, Hopkinsville and Henderson.

"There is extreme interest throughout the commonwealth,'' Ross Meloan,
director of Career Services, said of the center.
There have been many
Murray State graduates
who have created their
own successful businesses,
he said. However, many
flnd it challenging.
Michael Armes' book
"Small Business Management" explores the positive
aspects that go along with
owning a successful business such as being the boss,
setting the hours and
choosing the work pace.
He said these can lead to
increased earnings.
The new building will
evaluate entrepreneurs'
ideas and help them develop strategies on how best
to meet their goals, according to The Sun.
The center is at the corner of Highway 121 Bypass
and 16th Street.

EarnFree Groceries
Every Time You Shop With Your
1·2.a REWARD$'" MastercarctIt's easy to apply!

Elm Street Baptist Church
Charleston, Missouri

America's
Church of God
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"Lndl.ns peopl<' to a life·ehanglng andgrowiilj! ,...llltlun.ohip wld.J~t Chri•t"
Sunrlay Wor<h•p

Contemporary Morrung Wot\<h<p lf;~o a.m.

B•hlc Scurfy
Momit)8 Wor-h<p
IJniversrry Contc •npor•ry Service • TllE NE"I

u~'"'~
rlRS 1 B. APTIST
~· ""'~ "-•nt.U•l,.
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o.m

ro;{l" a.m..
H p.m.

SPLIT FRYER
BREAST

Wc:J~tfell Rll)l, P3"1lr I !loy<I ~mllh , M •m,tcr tc> Stuck nt<
WW\ifi...J1Kmurtny.org

USDA Choice
(Sold as Roast Only)

lf,. , ·, ,,~-

KROGER MILK
Skim, 1%, Chocolate, AS Plut,
Fat Free, Acldolphllus or
Butt"'"llk (Pia!JIIo Gallon)

Sanderson Farms Family Pack
100% Chicken. Naturally.n"

[~iii ]

KROGER JUICE

WELCOME!

·,.
"""1"'""
Ctfu.-r:ll
You AN Invited!
Cehzbratlon Services
SUNDAY JQ,30 A .M .
16th & Glendale. Mumy, l<y.

(Plastic Gallon}

"Come be a p<trt of our family ..."

(ile~dale

Road Church of Christ

Tudd W<llk£>r, Collc?ge Age/Ass()ciJ ie Minister
Sunday wof'!>hip 9 ,1.m. , dilSs I 0 .1.m., Vv'()f';hip 6 p.m.
Wednesday college mei-11 G p.m .. ci,JS, 7 p.m.
1 101 Glt•ndale Ro.Jcl • 753·:P I -t

011 n j o m'"He)' offaith toRetlu~r
UniJed Methodist
campus Fellowship
131 5

l'af1'<' SL • 7<;1).8623

oJ<"thodL~l~@rnurrny"tac<".<!dtt

To advertise in the Church Directory,
Call 762-4478

KRAnBAR,
SHREDDED OR
CUBE CHEESE

USDA CHOICE
" AGED"
BONELESS
WHOLE RIBEYE
(Sold In Bag Only)

Altorted Varletlet
(6-8 oz Pkg)

GIEl

Asaorted Varletle•
(12 oz Pkg)

•

JOHN MORRELL
JU1180 FRANKS
S8Meted Varlet!" (18 oz Pkg)

YELLOW OR WHITE
SWEET CORN

KING COTTON
PLUMP 'N TENDER
All Meet Franke (16 oz Pkg)

Selected Varlcrtles
(12oz Pkg)

PRIVATE SELECTION OR
KROGER NOVELTIES
Aaeorted VarletleJ Frozen
(>f.24ctPkg)

(11ozc.n}

8r$2 99¢ .99¢ 3•12 -Crtnl 2 $5
Q~~::~r:r::R 79¢ =~:GOIL
2$4 ;:~::RESSINGS 1~~~
0
W1<11C...

•

UNIQUE MEXICAN FOOD • DELI SANDWICHES

BIG K 24 PACK
SOFT DRINKS

~

NEW CROP

HOME OF TilE SPECIAL BEAN ROLL

'

AMERICAN SINGLES

f~r

8

1

-C...

\WOCW4

•

eaeh

VIDALIA ONIONS ==

(Sold by the Pound)

ChJUN SPECIALS • SALADS • SOUPS • 8ARBEQUE

-·- ·- ·- ·- ·-·-·- ·-111llillllllllt•-

-

lb

2
$1
-c-

Anorteci Vartetlet
(48 oz. Bottle)

eaeh

;;;

•

for

for

•

POST
CEREAL

Freeh

(10.75 ·20 oz Pkg)

Selected Varietlel

or Yogurt
(Gallon Pall)

=

STOUFFER'S
LASAGNA

•

for

CHARMIN BATH TISSUE
(UIV112 Big Rolla, 200 ShNa Ptf Roll or w
. . en
..
Utvoe Mega Rollt. 400 Sheela Ptt Roll)

for

s399

\WhC...

•

Asaortecl Yarlelln (1111 oz 1'118) F,_

Plck, IO ShMit Per Roll, 403.3 Sq Fl)

Fresh

•

OLD FASHIONED
ICE CREAM

BOUNTY
TOWELS

LEMONS OR
LIMES

w... c.,.

AuorledVartetles
(18 ozBottle)

GREEM
ONIONS
OR CUCUMBERS

for

599

$

eaeh

~

CORKY'S BAR-a.Q
PORK RIBS

w""Cenl

Frozen (1.5 lb Pkg)

•

each

•s99
eaeh

'

PAMPERS
JUMBO PACK

.849

•I

Olapera or Eaay.Upe

(21·56 et Pkg) Selected Varieties

Willi C...

•

each

. WIURRAV, ltV
WESTERN IIMONEY
UNION TRANSFER '

PRIVATE SELECTION OR
BREYERS ICE CREAM
Seleeted Varieties
(56<04 oz Carton)
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Springer-Franklin gets new leadership
Stephanie Zeller
News Editor
szeller@thenews.org

Community involvement
and leadership is Martin
Jacobs' vision as the incoming college head for
Springer-Franklin College.
Jacobs, associate professor and chair for adolescent, career and special
education, wants to address
students' needs to ease the
transition when he takes
over in the fall semester.
He will continue to work
as a professor but will step
down from his four-year
position as department
chairman to take on the role
of college head for a second
time.
"He has a proven track
record," Vice President of
Student
Affairs
Don
Robertson said. "He was
very effective as a college
head of Elizabeth."
Jacobs was college head
for Elizabeth College for
the 2000-01 academic year.
He also was involved
with activities at Clark and
Regents colleges.
Before coming to Murray

Michael i\kLaurincl The News

Martin Jacobs gives Resident Adviser Amy Lynch,
senior from Louisville, papers to review.
State in 1994, Jacobs taught
at universities in Michigan
and was a school administrator for Florida International University.
Jacobs is excited about
his new leadership role
because it will give him the
opportunity to t!nhance the
students' college experiences.
,
,
"The role of college head
is to determine the needs of
students and faculty and
then to develop programs
and relationships," he said.

YOUR AD
HERE
T HEMuray

NEWs

• Average credit (not
• Presently
Employed

To advertise
with"us,

• 100% loon, no money

• Flexible, lorgiving program
• Excellenl fixed rate - 30 yr.

call
,.

To get the position,
Jacobs contacted Robertson
and underwent a screening
process in which he met
with the College Head
Search Committee and the
Residential College Council
at Springer-Franklin.
The College Head Search
Committee consists of representatives from the Housing Office, faculty college
heads and student representatives from SpringerFranklin.
"(Jacobs) was strongly

recommended by the students of the college, which
is a primary recommendation," Robertson said.
Jacobs is working with
Ken Bowman, the current
college head of SpringerFranklin, to familiarize himself with the' policies and
traditions already in place.
Student leaders, resident
directors and other faculty
members of the college
have been welcoming,
Jacobs said.
"Dr. Bowman has done a
wonderful job in my transition, and because of that, I
really think we will get off
to a good start in the new
academic year,'' Jacobs
said.
He also said he has many
plans for the 2005-06
school year. such as getting
commuter students and
other
Springer-Franklin
College members involved
in campus activities.
Jacobs said: "The college
head takes a leading role in
enhancing the quality of life
for all those in the college
(and) focusing on a successful University experience for our students."

Cyclists 'Ride for the Red'
to benefit local Red Cross
Marianne Stonefield

worst hand won $150. Also,
a raffle drawing was held
mstonefield@thenews.org
in which the winner
received half of the money
Motorcyclists
revved collected during the day.
their engines at the Big
Fifty-two riders from
Apple Cafe Saturday for Paris, Tenn., and Calloway
the 2005 American Red and Marshall counties parCross Ride for the Red to ticipated in the Ride for the
benefit Calloway County Red.
Red Cross disaster relief.
"That's about what we
Richard Palmer, commit- expected with the weathtee chairman for the event, er," Palmer said. "There
said the motorcycle poker are people (who did not
run was a success. The come) because of the
event raised $900, only threat of rain."
$100 short of its goal,
Holly Webb, executive
through entry · fees and director for the Calloway
donations from local spon- County Red Cross. said the
sors.
event was modeled after
Riders paid an entry fee the Cincinnati Red Cross
of $15 for the 85-mile ride. chapter's annual Ride for
Registration began at 10:30 the Red, which started, in
a.m. The ride took bikers 2003.
from Murray to Tennessee
Planning for the event
and through Land Between began in January, VVebb
the Lakes State Park and said, but discussion began
Aurora.
in fall 2004.
Riders selected a playing
"For the first year, it
card at each of the five went really well," Webb
stops to form a poker hand. said. "That's enough to
The rider with the best help a family of four after a
poker hand at the end of fire. We'll build on it next
the ride won $250, and the year.''

Staff Writer

Head South for the coldest beer & best burgers!
OPEN SEVEN DAYS A
WEEK

641

10 a.m. - 3 a.m.
(Sunday open 1 p.m.)

CLUB

Pool Tournaments
Cash Prizes!

Take that short drive, you will be glad you did!
We want your businesscollege students are always welcome!
Every night Is a party!

762-4478

Located Off Hwv. 641 s. • Puryear, Tn.
731 - 247- 5794

HOLLVANNAH'S
9190 Hwy. 641 N. • Puryear, TN 38251
(next to Minute Mart)
~

731-247-3111

..

Shop In a relaxed atmosphere,
cookfes 8c coffee are always "on"!
Gifts & Gift Baskets • Consignment Shop
Monday- Friday 10 a.m.- 6 p.m. • Saturday 9 a.m.- 1 p .m.

(,
....

~

~Uza6eth Co(feae

'

Salutes Graduate Honorees for Spring 2005
Yaledictorian
Mflf,Y Elizabeth Mather
Senior Academic Achievem ent Award
William Brantley
Senior Service to College Award
Laura Mattingly
"Mr. Elizabeth;" Bearer of the College Shield
Abran1 Bn.1n1tnett
· Presidential Award for Distinguished Service
Dr. John Dill on
Council Award for Service to the
People of Elizabeth
Micah Puricelli, Resident Director
RCA Spirit Award
Jacob Dunman and Mark Fields, Presidents
Ashley Robbins, Jenny Teasley and Jennie Frazier,
Pep Squad Coordinators
Intramural Championship Teams:
Won1en's Golf
Men's Soccer
Men's Volleyball

Outgoing Council Officers
Mark Fields, President
•
Dave Fries, Vice President
Whitney Taylor, Secretary/Treasurer
Matthew Holloway, Historian
Cami Knapp, RCA Representative
Josh Watkins, SGA Senator
Scotty Marion, SGA Senator
Amanda Tadatada, Honor Society President
Michael Boyd , Athletic Director
Lauren Ashley Robbins, Athletic Director
Peter Lindle, Social Director
Jennie Frazier, Programming Assistant
Rosemary Schmidt, Alumni Representative
Incoming Council Officers
Dan Erb, :President
Heidi Taylor, Vice-President
Andrea Chapman, Secretary/ Treasurer
Michael Bezushko, Historian
Cami Knapp, SGA Senator
Scotty Marion, SGA Senator
Michael Boyd, Athletic Director
Amanda Von Kan nel, Athletic Director
Kacie Lile, Social Director
Amanda Coop, Social Director
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Book Buy Back
Extended Hours
Monday, May 9 - M~y 13
Monday, 8 a.01. - 7 p.m.
Tues~ay- Thu.r sday, 8 a.m.-7:30p.m.
Friday, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
I

Bring them Backl
Whether u&ed on thi!i carnpu!i or not:.
We buy all title& 1Nit:h
re&ale 01arket value.

PRE-PACKAGED
'
TEXTBOOK SERVICE

r.---------------,
15%
5%
<#-~
/~

:
1
1

I
Your Prepackage Order Automatically I
"REGISTERS YOU TO WIN"
I
Your Pre-package!
I
1
The student whose name is drawn on I
I
Thesday, Aug. 2 will receive their
Prepackage order FREE.

I

University Store
~ring

This Coupon To
The University Bookstore
For a 5°/o DISCOUNT .on
Your FALL 2005
PREPACKAGED TEXTBOOKS
To be eligible for the 5% textbook discount we must receive your
Prcpacka~c Textbook order form along with this original coupon
on or before Friday, May 13. Your Prepackaged Textbook orders
will be ready for pickup Wednesday, August 17.

15°/o

2ND FLOOR • CURRIS CENTER

5°/o

~---------------~

STUDENT APPRECIATION DAYS
20°/o off MSU

~mprinted

Apparel and other Selected Merchandise
Including Clearance Sportswear

Friday, May 6 - Sunday, May 8
University Book!itore • i!"d Floor · Curri!i Center
76i!-4388 or 1-BDD-74g-8580

'

\.
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Students research financial aspects of meal plans
Declining Balance
a cheaper option
for upperclassmen

Meal Cost

ComparisOn
• Winslow: $5.77*
• Arby's Scrambled Egg
Platter: $1.89
• Cracke.r Barrel's CouD-"
try Morning Breakfast

Alicia Ray

Services provides a number of services to Murray
Contributing Writer
State of which students are
Bryan Gore, junior from not aware, including UniKe nnett, Mo., discovered a versity support and free
way to save hundreds of meal plans for students
dollars per year by making with special circumstances
and for students during
a s ingle phone call.
He switched from using a Great Beginnings each fall.
"If you do strictly a food
meal plan to using declining balance to obtain food. and labor analysis (of the
Gore realized he was not meal plan budget), students
using all of his meals, so he might think they're being
researched the cost of Mur- ripped off, but the money·
ray State meal plans online. goes to so much more,"
"I saw that (meal plans) Benriter said. "(The cost)
were like $1,000, so I knew stiil may not seem fair, but
that declining balance it's more understandable."
He said Food Services is
would be much cheaper,"
self-supporting and gets
he said.
Gore was right. A com- roughly 80 percent of its
parative analysis of the cost revenue from meal plans.
per meal using a meal plan Most of the money comes
and declining balance from freshmen and sophomores, who are required to
shows a discrepancy.
Although
individual purchase meal plans.
But Benriter said it is not
· meals at Winslow cost
$3.70 for · breakfast, $4.30 the number of meal plans
for lunch and $550 for din- sold but the number of
ner, a student with a Thor- meals students fail to use
oughbred 7 meal per week that makes Food Services
plan will pay $6.54 per financially lucrative. He
m eal, regardless of the said this number is known
as the absentee factor and
meal type.
Similarly, the Racer 10 fluctuates between 20 and
meal plan costs $1.004 per 25 percent each year.
Bryan Gore. who now
semester, but it would cost
only $736 to purchase an uses declining balance, said
equivalent three breakfasts, he does not think students
three lunches and four din- should be responsible for
ners per week using declin- funding the programs Food
Services provides.
ing balance.
"I'm glatt that (meal plan
Director of Food Services
William Benriter said Food profit) is not going straight

(includes two esgs
cooked to order, grits,
.Sawmill gravy and
homemade buttermilk

biscuits): $3.69
• Huddle Rouse's Gold-

en Waffle With strawberries and whipped
topping; $3.09

Mic.-hacl Mclaurincflhe News

Winslow Dlnlng Hall employee Jordan Saw yers (right ), freshman from Hardin,
hands Holly Cato, freshman from Evansville, Iod., her Racercard after he swiped
it In the card reader machine duriog the Wednesday lunch rush.
to the University," he said.
"But I think Murray State
makes enough money
where they can afford to
give to the kids who can't
afford (meal plans). They
make enough."
Todd Broker, sophomore
from Murray, said it was
the absentee factor that led
him to switch to declining
balance when he moved off
campus.
"My parents would see
how many (meals) I used
and try to call and force me
to use all their meals, and it
became a hassle," he said.
Carrie McAliley, freshman from Bowling Green,
said her busy schedule,
between classes, her soror-

ity and Racer Girls prac- like working over an hour
tice, often did not align to pay for lunch."
with Food Service hours,
Cox said Food Services
causing her to lose more could make meal pl!tns
than 30 meals last semes- more appealing to upperter.
classmen by allowing
"I'd get out of class and unused meals to be carried
dance practice at 10 p.m., over from one semester to
and, since Fast Track stops the next.
taking meal plans at 8 p.m.,
William Benritcr said
I couldn't ge[ food ," Food Services is at the
McAliley said.
higher end of prices in
Lisa Cox, student worker comparison to other unifor Food Services, said versities in the state.
meal plans are a waste of
Said Benriter: "We probmoney for upperclassmen. ably could lower our meal
"I think (the average plans and make students
meal price) is way over- and their parents more
priced for upperclassmen," pleased; but (then) we
said Cox, senior from East- couldn't go on, in my opinview. "Working an hour at ion, anyway, paying for the
$5.15 as a student worker is things we pay for."

~
• Winslow: $5.77•
• Wendy•s Classic Single
Combo (includes hamburger, Biggie fries and
medium drink): $3.79
• Los Portales' Speedy

Gonzales Combinati<m
Meat (includes one taco,

one enchilada and
choice of rice or beans):
$4.69
•Qpizno's Small Steakhouse Bee£ Deep Sub
Combo (iJlcludes small

drink and choice of
chips): $4.69

~

• Wmalow: ss.n*
•Mr. Gatti's Buffet: $4.99
•Pagllai's Salad Buffet
with Pasta Bar: $ 4.99
•Martha's Restaurant's
21 Shrimp Basket
(includ"ff fries and slaw
or three -vegetables and
rolls): $S

•average meal plan eost

visit us online at thcncws.org

Positions
Available I
The Murray State News is now
accepting applications for fall 2005!
Available openings are:

• Advertising Sales
Representatives
• Advertising Production
Manager
• College Life, News
and Sports Writers
• Copy Editors
• Photographers
To apply, stop by 111 Wilson Hall
or for more information, call 4468

There's

HOnie
Like

PI ace
Now leasing at Murray Place!
Where will you be living this
fall? Murray Place offers 2 and
4-bedroom, fully-furnished
apartments, each with private
bathrooms and washers and
dryers. Other amenities in this
luxury student community
include:
• High-speed Internet
• Sparkling swimming pool
• Exciting community events
• Clubhouse with ping pong,
pool and foosball tables
• Tennis courts
• Fitness center
• All-inclusive rent with
electricity, water and cable
• Cable package includes HBO
and Cinemax
• Rates starting at $299!
Reserve your room and choose
your roommates online.
www.MurrayPiace.com

J!l Murray Place
1700 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071
270.759.3003
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College Life Editor: Janet Robb
Assistant College life Editor: Elizabeth Cawein
Phone: 762-4468
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Show raises money for organizations
JanetRobb
College Life Editor
jrobb@thenews.org

Men in wigs, makeup and women's
clothing strutted across the stage in the
Curris Center Theater while audience
members stuffed money in the performers' clothing.
The students performed in "Rock the
Drag'' April 28 to raise money for the
National AIDS Foundation and Relay for
Life.
Four drag queens and one drag king
performed in the Alliance-sponsored
event. The queens and king danced and
lip-synced to songs by artists like Britney
Spears and Michael Jackson.
Jennifer Dozier, junior from Quincy, Ill.,
and Alliance vice president, announced
the queens and king during the show and
invited the audience to tip performers as
they danced.
"The audience (was) really alive, really
pepped up," Dozier said. "Some audiences
for a lot of things can be really dead, but
this audience (was) full of energy."
She said the performers and audience
played off each other well during the
show.
"We were a little
concerned to se~

if Murray would support a function like to perform but couldn't
this, and I'm really proud to say people because of prior engagehave turned out and (were) being really ments.
"We already have
supportive of great causes," Dozier said.
T he Hypnotic Princess, aka Matthew people who are
in
Thomas, sophomore from Paducah, interested
opened the drag show portion of the (another drag
event, strutting his stuff across the stage show);' Wells
to Whitney Houston's "Queen of the said.
Night." While dancing, many audience
members, including some faculty members, stuffed money in his clothing.
The Dishwashers opened the event,
which was the band's last performance at
Murray State before its summer tour of
Japan.
"rd like to have one every
Alliance members decided to combine a
fund-raising effort with Murray State's semester if possible, annually if
first "official" drag show to both entertain anything."
Alliance raised $300 for Relay for
people and donate to a worthy cause,
Stephanie Wells, senior from Owensboro, Life and the National Aids Foundation, and each organization will receive
said.
"Of course, there's been like fraternities $150, Wells said.
Paul Lantvit, fresrunan from Chicago,
and sororities or different organizations
who put on drag shows, but it's not really was drag queen Ruby Red in the show and
been an official (one) where they were said he was nervous to perform in drag
trying to portray the opposite sex," Wells, because of some people's perceptions.
woo also performed as the drag king Will
"I was nervous - very, very nervous Sexton, said.
because some of the teachers I work with
Dressed in a black hat, black pants and (were) here," he said. "They're going to
white shirt as Sexton, Wells did the know I was in a dress and stuff, but I'm
moonwalk across the stage to a Michael sure they'd understand."
Lantvit said the audience was great and
Jackson song. Later, while working the
crowd, Wells gave lap dances to several he was fooled into thinking one of the
drag queens was really a woman.
audience members as she collected tips.
"1 honestly got fooled when I thought
She said it was an easy decision for
Alliance to support the National AIDS (Thomas) was a she," he said. "Josh
Foundation and Relay for Life with the Fulkerson (sophomore from Owensboro) said I was the ugliest girl be's
donations.
"A lot of people know (Relay for Life), ever seen."
For being such a new event to Murso it's not like it's going to be questionable
about who the money is going to," Wells ray State, it was a great experience,
said. "Also, just the National AIDS Lantvit said.
Said Lantvit: "This is sign No. 1
Foundation, considering it is labeled
as such, affects the homosexual things are changing."
community so much, but it also
effects the straight community - (Right) The Hypnotic Prin.c ess,
aka Matthew Thomas, sophomore
every community."
She said many fr om Paducah, dances and Uppeople wanted syncs t o Brltney Spear's 'Boys.'

I

(Left) Will Sexton, aka
Stephanie Wells, senior
from Owensboro, flashes
cash she collected from
audience members while
dancing to a Michael
Jackson n~ber during
the drag show.
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This Week
· • Friday
Last Day of Classes
for Spring 2005
Play
7 p.m., "Right in His
Own Eyes," student
produced play, $3
general admission,
also Saturday at 7
p.m., Robert E. Johnson Theatre

Organizations
explore diverse
spiritual paths
Phillip Dishon

Finals Begin
Finals week, May 7
to l3

Staff Writer

• Sunday
Baseball
1 p.m.. MSU vs.
Austin Peay. Reagan
Field

• Monday
Extended
BuyBack Hours
8 a.m., University
Store will be open
until 7 p.m. for buyback, Curris Center

• 1\tesday
Finals
For the complete
fmals schedule go to
murraystate.edu/reg
istrar/content/sprfe
xs.htm

• Wednesday
Finals
For the complete
fmals schedule go to
murraystatc.edu/reg
istrar/content/sprfe
xs.htm

• Thursday

May6, 200S

Students seek higher understanding, teachings

• Saturday

Keyboard Festival
1 p.m., MSU Contemporary
Keyboard
Festival, free admission, for more information
contact
Stephen Brown at
762-6333, Performing
Arts Hall

The .M urray State News

pdishon@thenews.org

Religion and spirituality
are sometimes separated, but
most people in religious
groups at Murray State
believe they are the same.
In a recent article published on cnn.com, a national
UCLA-conducted study indicated four out of five students entering college were
interested in exploring their
spirituality.
This survey, which was
given to 112,000 college freshman at 236 universities across
the nation, also indicated
three out of four students
were searching for a greater
meaning in life.
Steve Jones, chairman of
the social work. criminal justice and gerontology department, said the survey's findings did not surprise him
because of his own experiences with religion and spirituality in the classroom.
"It is an important issue for
Murray State students," Jones
said.
The results reflected in the
survey depict this issue is
important
to
freshmen
because
they
strongly
believed their college experience would help them develop spiritually.
Jones, who is also the facul-

,,.

ty adviser for the Muslim Student Organization, said the
wide diversity of religious
organizations offers students
numerous opportunities to
explore their faith.
"I think (the University
docs) a decent job because
there are a lot of organizations on campus that seem to
reflect a number of (religious
orientations)," Jones said.
Sacha Hertzell, sophomore
from Radcliff, said since she
came to Murray, she has been
able to grow in her spirituality because of her involvement with campus ministries.
"(The Baptist Student
Union) has helped me in a lot
of ways," Hertzell said. "I feel
it is how I should live."
Still. Hertzell said she has
found the issue of religion
and spirituality to be a topic
that is never touched upon in
the classroom.
"I think the reason (teachers and students) don't talk
about it is because they don't
want to offend anybody,"
Hertzell said. "It can be a
really hot issue."
Another recent survey,
which the Jewish networking
group Reboot conducted,
found 44 percent of people
between ages 18 and 25 consider themselves to be religious, while 35 percent indicated they were spiritual but
not religious.

Steve Jone.s said he sees no
difference between spirituality and religion.
"In terms of spirituality and
faith. for me, as a Muslim,
they are one in the same,"
Jones said. "My spirituality is
my faith."
However, Jones said he
thinks spirituality can exist
without a strong religious
belief.
"I think these students are
responding to the notion that
they may be spiritual or may
have spirituality but may not
have ties to a particular
church or religious organization," he said.
Thomas Kronas, sophomore from Carterville, Ill.,
considers himself to be a religious and spiritual person.
"Spirituality (has) to be ...
how in touch someone is with
their personal beliefs," Kronas said.
Contrary to the Reboot survey findings, Kronas said he
sees no difference between
being religious and spiritual.
"I think being spiritual is
maybe how you express your
religious beliefs." Kro nas
said. "I think you'd almost
have to have some form of
religious belief in order to be
spiritual."
Kronas said he attends
Catholic
Mass
weekly
because he is still searching
for his spiritual identity.
"I don't think there is a
method of searching for
(spirituality)," Kronas said. "I
think that you just have to figure it out through your own
experiences."
For information on religious organizations on campus, call the Student Organization's Office at 762-6953.

art by Chi<I·Hung Chang/The News

across the beam to get handles so Arnett could turn off
the water. w hich was pouring
onto the bottom beam. They
finished this stunt in 3 minutes 36 seconds.
Even though there was no
e limination during the second stunt, each pair of friends
was playing for a $20,000
credit card from Citi Cards.
Each pair had to eat sausages

According to a University
press release, Arnett and
Robbin~ did an open call at
Opry Mills in Nashville for
"Fear Factor." The friends
dug up worms and ate them
in front of "Fear Factor"
scouts to get their attention,
but it was Arnett's red western shirt that caught the eyes
of the show's representatives.
Arnett said they were notified two days after Christmas
that they were chosen for the
"Fear Factor Best Friends"
episode.
"Fear Factor" airs at 7 p.m.
Mondays on NBC. For more
information on the show visit
nbc.com.

Finals
For the complete

Staff Repo rt

• May13
Honors Day
2:30 p.m., MSU hon-

ors graduating students' accomplish·
ments, for information call 762-6465,
Lovett Auditorium

• Mayl4
Commencement
• 10 a.m., for more

information contact
Jan Parm at l-800272-4678, ext. 2, or
762-3778, Regional
Specia) Events Center

Even though Sam Arnett. a
2003 Murray State alumnus,
made it to the final round, he
still didn't win the $50,000
prize on the "Fear Factor:
Best Friends" episode.
The episode, which aired
Monday, showed Arnett and
his best friend, Matt Robbins
from Nashville, attempted
three different challenges,
only to fall short in the last
stunt.
Each contestant in the last
stunt drove cars toward each
other on ramps, then flipped
the cars. Judges measured the
distance the cars slid. Arnett

and Robbins' cars slid a combined 228 feet before stopping, which fell short of the
winning distance of 286 feet
11 inches.
During the first stunt,
Arnett and Robbins had to
walk across a balance beam
suspended in air where one
wns on a beam above the
other. Robbins, who was on
the bottom beam, had to go

logo courtesy of nbc.com
made of different ingredients,
includ ing pig eyes, leeches
and insects.
· Arnett's sausage was composed of fish guts, rotten
squid and maggots, and Robbin s' had different types of
worms. However, since
Arnett vomited his sausage
and Robbins did not finish
his, the pair did not win the
extra money.
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Cannes festival film features Murray State graduate
Independent movie
delves into insanity
Tyler Moore
Sraff Writer
tmooretii'clum<!ws.org

I Iollywood's allure attracts acting hopefuls each year. Many people merely Jream of being cast in
a film, let alone a film that makes
it to the Cannes International Film
Festival.
For one Murray State graduate,
the dream has become a reality.
Eric Travis, a 1999 advertising
alumnus, is the lead cast member
in the independent film "Flowers
of the Mad Man."
Audiences screened the Jason
Harrington-directed film last
week at the Newport Beach Film
Festival in Orange County, Calf.
The film will move on to the
Cannes International Film Festival
in France.
According
to
festivalcannes.com. 200,000 people are
expected to mtend the invitationonly event this year, and "Plowers
of a Mad Man" will be screened
May 11-22.
Travis, a McKenzie, Tenn.
native who resides in Orange
Coumy, Calif., said the film
received a lot of positive feedback
from the Newport Beach Film Fes-

tival and is optimistic about it
moVing on to Cannes.
"The festivals are great for small
films because they give them a lot
of exposure," he said. "Really any
kind of exposure is good."
Travis said the funds of a
wealthy older couple in Los Angeles allowed the film to be submitted to the film festival.
''There is this very wealthy
older couple in Los Angeles who
basically fmd small films and
champion them," he said. "They
have connections, and they got the
film in."
"Flowers of a Mad Man" is a
dark comedy that delves iJ1tO the
insanity within people, Travis
said.
"The film is about this downtrodden loser who loses it one day
and is thrown into an insane asylum," Travis said.
Potted flowers outside his window in the asylum take on the personalities of people who haunted
Travis' character in his past. This
then prompts Travis' character,
"Christian," to experience his own
madness.
"This role was the kind of role
that you want to get," Travis said.
"It reaJly allows you to get out of

c===~~--- This

courtesy of Murray State t>:ews Bureau
Murray Sta t e alumnus Eric
Travis plays the lead in 'Flowe rs of the Mad Man!
the box (as an actor)."
Travis said all people have a little insanity inside themselves, and
the role allowed him to tap into
his own.
Travis'
former
roommate
thought he was a little insane
when he impulsively decided to
move from Chicago to Los Angeles in January 2001.
"I was watching TV one day
when this retrospective about Los
Angeles came on, and 1 was kind
of intrigued because I had never
been out west," Travis said.
Travis' roommate came home
later and told him to turn off the

TV because he could tell Travis
was getting ideas.
"I told him that I wasn't moving
out there, but then he came home
two weeks later and found me
with my bags packed," he said.
Travis began his career working
as · an extra in films to get
acquainted with the film industry.
Then, a friend encouraged him to
attend acting classes with her.
"I began to take acting classes,
which only cost $20 for eight
weeks, which is really ridiculous,"
he said. "I then went to the classes
and found out that I really had a
knack, and I sort of fell into acting."
While acting and advertising
may seem to be on the opposite
end of the spectrum, Travis said
his time at Murray State prepared
him for the entertainment industry.
"Education wise, my time at
Murray State really helped me
out," he said. "In advertising, you
learn how to promote yourself.
You have to have yourself be seen,
and having that background definitely helps. I really have an
edge."
Travis was named Outstanding
Senior Man of his graduating class
and was one of 10 in his class
selected to participate in the
American ·Advertising Federation's Vance L. Stickel Memorial
Internship program.
Like advertising, the film oppor-

• Box Office

• Songs

• DVD

• Books

I .... Something to Be
Rob Thomas
2. The Emandpntion of
Mimi
Mariah Carl'y
3. Who is Mike Jones?

1. The Hitchhiker's Guide
to the Galaxy

1. HoUaback Girl
Gwen Stefani
2. H ate It Or Love It
The Game featuring 50 Cent
3. Candy Shop
50 Cent featuring Olivia
4. Lonely
Akon
S.Oh
Ciara featuring Ludacris

L Ocean's Twelve

1. T rue Believer
Nicholas Sparks
2. The Mermaid Chair
Sue Monk Kidd
3. The Da Vinci Code
Dan Brown
4. Revenge of the Sith
Matthew Stover
S. No Place Like Home
Mary Higgins Clark

2. The Interpreter
3. XXX: State of the Union

Mike jones

4. The Amityville Horror
S. Sahara

.

Source: Billbo;ud.com
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4. II Divo
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5. The Massacre
50 Cent

tunity allows Travis to express
himself creatively.
"This really is a great creative
outlet, and I am out there working
like the other thousands of people
here in LA," Travis said.
Although he doesn't have any
new acting roles lined up, Travis'
main focus is working on his own
screenplay.
"I would love to be able ~o get
some good financial backing for
my screenplay so that I (can)
shoot it in my native Tennessee,"
he said.
Travis is hoping the exposure
from "Flowers of the Mad Man"
will allow him to do just that.

Source: movies/n~mes.com

Source: Billboard.com

2. Hotel Rwanda
3. The Jncredibles
4. Sideways
S.Spanglish

Source: Billboarcf.com

• Web site

www.festival-cannes.com
Learn about all the films
featured in the 2005 Cannes
Film Festival in Cannes,
France, including "Flowers
of the Mad Man," starring
Murray State alumnus Eric
Travis. Read descriptions
of the the films in the competition, learn how they
were selected and check
out the names of the festiSource: nytimes.com val's past big winners.

••
The sisters oi Alpha Omicron Pi would like to
congratulate their sisters on the following
indiv idual and chapter achievements:

Student Ambassadors:
Jennifer Carter
Jamie Jones
Abby Miller
Sarah Misbach
Christin Yates

Summer Orientation Leaders:
Amanda Carter
Rachael l each
laura Holt

Student Government Association:
Meegan Rogers- Vice President
Sarah Schardein - Campus Activi ty Board

All Greek Assembly:
• Highest Active G.P.A.
·Highest Overall G.P.A.
• Outst~mding Educational Program
• Outstanding Philanthropic Program
• Outstanding Chapter President- A my Hille

Good luck t o Ashley Arnold • Miss Illinois Pageant
Congratulations to Laura Nixon •
Outstanding Senior Woman

Now you don't have to get
dressed to get your news!
Everything in our
newspaper and more is
iust a click away at

thenelArs.org
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.Studying, ample sleep important
for less stress during final exams
Stephanie Salmons
Staff Writer
ssalmons@thenews.org

One thing that can put a
damper on the ever-growing
sense of excitement of summer
vacation is final exams.
Despite the fear and stress of
finals week, with proper study
habits, students can be successful without stressing.
Susan Farley, coordinator of
reading and study skills, said
the No. 1 thing students need to
do to come out on top during
finals is to start studying early.
"If you are trying to cram for
a fmal, you are probably not
going to be successful," she
said. "You have to give yourself
enough time."
Farley said, by cramming,
students do not give themselves enough time to understand what they are studying.
"They haven't tested themselves over the material before
they walk through the door,"
Farley said. "They wait until
that moment to see if they really know it or not. At the college
level, memorization is not the
issue - you need to apply it."
Farley said students need to
be active when they study.
"You have to have a pencil in
your hand, taking notes or
marking your book," she said.
"That activity will make you
focus. If I'm staring at something highlighted, I can have
just a marvelous time day-

Grear-Harrison
Paul Gilbert Grear, non-student from Herrin Ill., and Elizabeth Ellen
Harrison, senior from Herrin Ill., will be married May 28.
Harrison, daughter of William and Norma Harrison, will graduate
May 14 with a degree in Health and Physical Education~ While at Murray State, Harrison has been involved with Gamma Beta Phi, vice-president of Sigma Delta, H.E.A.T. team, Who's Who Among College Students, Sigma Eta and the Kc~tucky Association of Physical Education,
Health, Dance and Recreation.
Grear, son of Coollie and Carl Goodwin and David and Jackie Grear,
is a member of the Illinois Association of Police and Illinois National
Guard. He is a Prison Guard at the Shawnee Correctional Facility.
The couple will wed at the First United Methodist Church in Carbondale, Ill.

Good Luck on yottr
Final Exa Ills!
From yotlr friends at
Tlze Murray State News

dreaming. (I can) read the
whole chapter and get nothing
out of it."
However, time management
is not a strong skill for most
college students. For students
who study at the last minute,
making flash cards is a good
way to learn terms, Farley said.
If students have a lot of reading to do before their finals, she
said they should read the first
few sentences of each paragraph to get the main idea.
She said for multiple choice
tests, students need to make
sure they carefully read the
questions.
"Read the question once to
get the idea of what it is about,
but always inspect it word for
word before you put your
answer down because, often,
the last three words of a multiple choice question will have
the trick in it," Farley said.
To study for essay questions,
Farley said to pick topics from
the book or the notes and write
on them.
She said rest is also key for a
successful fmals week.
"If you're alert and awake,
you'll be able to think better,"
Farley said. "Your mind is
blocked by nervousness anyway, but if you are also groggy
and not fully alert, you'll have
(more) trouble."
Finals week is a time when
students' anxiety levels can be
the highest, and Farley said
keeping notes organized can

e~ :1.oo5 q~1
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Three Years in a Row!
117 S. 4th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 7534087
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Selected Tags
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Visit

give students a starting point
with studying and reduce frustrations.
"Don't sit there and try to
study your notebook at the
very last moment," Farley saia.
"Don't gather with a group outside the door and suddenly you
hear them say, 'I heard this was
going to be on the exam,' and
you didn't study that. Don't
mingle like that before an exam.
It will only make you more nervous."
Velvet Wilson, director of
Student Support Services, said
one of the biggest fmals fears is
comprehensive tests, because it
is hard to know how much or
what to study.
"It's not relearning new information," Wilson said. "You're
reviewing the information
you've
already
learned
throughout the semester."
She said in previous semesters, Student Support Services
has offered a stress relief workshop that allowed students to
take time out from studying to
do physical activities, something enjoyable, or listen to
relaxing music. The workshop
was not offered this semester.
"If things get too overwhelming, and it seems like too much
to handle, then you need to talk
with someone like a resident
adviser or Student Support Services," Wilson said. "(Students)
want to deal with this in a positive way. Seek out the help you
might need."
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Honorable Mention

Jessica Shamblin, sophomore from Newburgh, Ind., took this photograph of the old Boy Scout Museum with a Trip MD3 Olympus. The picture gives off an optical illusion that the walkway becomes smaller. One
judge liked the photo's depth of field.

2nd place

......"":&'""u Owens, senior from Murray, took this photo
of a baby duclding with a Maxima Zoom 1207i Samsung camera. Judges commented on the vibrant colors of the duddlng and plants captured iD. the ph~to.

•
rzn~

ootTo see these photographs in color visit thenews.org.

3rd place

tst(]IDDI~r Cornett,
Murray, used a D-70 ............
to take this photo. The hazy appearance of the flowers gives the
photograph a romantic feel.

Honorable Mention

Amber DuVentre, junior from Jackson, took this
photo of Corey Lewis, senior from Cape Girardeau,
Mo., with a Mlnolta model QTsl. The trees made a
nice frame around the subject.

Joanna Gianulls, freshman from Louisville, took this
photograph of toes on a grate using a Nlkon 35 mm
camera. A Judge said the photo was well-composed,
which Is one reason why It was chosen.
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Production sets precedent as first student-run show
Elizabeth Caweln
Assistant College Life Editor
ecawein@thenews.org

It could be called divine inspiration.
A verse from the book of
Proverbs served as the spring
board for "Right in His Own
Eyes," the first entirely studentdesigned, -directed and -produced play at Murray State.
Producer Rob Blumrick, senior
from Clinton, chose the title to
represent the moral dilemmas
facing the characters in the production's three mini-plays.
"Anybody can find a way to justify anything they're doing,"
Blumrick said. "The best we can
do as human beings is make decisions based on our conscience."
Each of the mini-plays - "Old
Soldiers," "Measure by Measure"
and "And/Or Husbands" - is
strung together by a common
theme that Blumrick calls "the
gray areas between right and
wrong, as right and wrong are
typically thought of."
Blumrick's theatrical production, "Right in His Own Eyes,"
began as an idea in 2004 when he
sought the department of theater
and dance's support.
"I knew something like this
would take a lot of planning and
thought, and I wanted to have
their support, even though it is
not an official production of the
department," Blumrick said.
Planning efforts took full steam
at the beginning of this semester,
with rehearsals starting close to
Spring Break.
Though time has been tight,
Blumrick said he has gained valuable experience and hopes those

Clayton Tune, (left) freshman from Annandale, Va., Gina Pfannerstill, sophomore from Murray,
and Matt Markgraf, freshman from Mundelein, m., rehearse a part of 'Old Soldiers,' one of three
plays featured Jn the student-produced show 'Right in His Own Eyes.'
who come to the p lay will learn plays are not student-produced Robert E. Johnson."
what he said is the most valuable and they are performed in the
Student involvement reaches its
lesson- that student-run produc- Wilson Blackbox Theater,'' he height with the play's final segsaid. "I wanted to take student ment, "And/Or Husbands," which
tions are possible.
"In the Directing ll class, stu- involvement up a notch and allow the show's Production Manager
dents do the directing, but the them to direct on the big stage in Nathan Daly, senior from Murray,
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wrote. A play within a play.
"And/Or Husbands" depicts
actors in rehearsal for a show.
"This is t he one w~ · rc most
proud of," Blumrick said. "It is
based on a concept I came up
with and is more of a comedy
than the fi rst two pieces. It has
the same moral dilemmas built
into it, but you also get to sec the
duality of actors having to portr:1y
roles they may not agree with."
Robyn Orr. senior from Wichita
Falls, Texas, is directing "And/Or
Husbands."
"It's really an interesting experience knowing the person who
wrote the play," Orr said. " It
seemed like every rehearsal I was
giving them a new version of the
script."
Orr said the most difficult
aspect of pulling the production
together has been timt•.
"I'm extremely proud to be a
part of this because it is not con·
trolled by a class setting," she
said. "We don't have that three
times per week structure ro keep
us on track, so this was all on our
own time. It's been neat to see the
dedication everyone has to the
craft."
Orr said watching the three
plays meld into one production
has been exciting.
"Everyone's little things nrc
coming together as one hig thing,
and it happened because Wl'
wanted to do it," she srud. "And
we didn't want to do it for a gr~de,
or so we could graduate. We did it
because we wanted to, because
it's something we love."
"Right in His Own Eyes'' will he
performed at 7 p.m. today and
Saturday in the Robert E. Johnson
Theatre. Tickets are $3.
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SPORTS

Sports Editor: Nathan Clinkenbeard
Assistant Sports Editor: Blill.tny lh!nfro

Phone: 762-4481

Kentucky Derby
should be
state holiday
Why the first Saturday in May is
not an official state holiday is beyond
me.
Ever since I attended my first Kentucky Derby three years ago, I have
yet to find another single event that
becomes more fun every time.
There is no other place in Kentucky
where someone can party with more
than 100,000 people, take in some sun
(or downpours) and appreciate the
fine thoroughbreds for which Kentucky is known. If you think a foam '
party or kegger is where it's at. you're
sorely mistaken.
Call me an
advocate for the
Kentucky Derby
because
that's
what I am to
everyone I talk to
toward the end of
April. I seem to
ask all my friends
if they want to go,
and I ask everyone if they are
photos by Rashod Taylor/I he News
going in general. I
Nathan
Tim Kane, senior from St. Charles, Ill., looks to pass the ball for Lambda Chi Alpha in the men's intramural soccer championship.
get a lot of "Nos" Clinkenbeard
and the famous,
Sports Editor
"I really want to
go because I've never been, but I can't
this year."
I then ask why, and I usually get
one answer - finals. The Kentucky
Derby is not on a day when finals arc
going on (unless you had Saturday
classes), and it's even two days before
most finals at Murray State. Granted,
Only Elizabeth B and
Brittany Renfro
I don't have a final this year until
Richmond College played
Assistant
Sports
Editor
Wednesday, but I've had some finals brenfrd@thencws.c1rg
in the first round Monon Monday in previous years and easday, resulting in a Richily had enough time to study.
As the school year
mond vktory.
Besides, how much do students
comes to a close so doe
In the second round of
actually study for finals? If someone
the toumam~nt, Lambda
the intramural soccer seahas one or two finals, I'm going to
Chi defeated Hart College
son.
guess the average study length is
and Elizabeth College
Wednesday, Lambda
about three or four hours, and I think
Chi Alpha defeated Richdefeated the Polka Kings.
· I'm being generous. Wake up on Sunmond College 4-2 for the
Also, in Tuesday's games,
day morning or afternoon, depending
men's league title, and
Richmond College won
on how hardcore you drank in the
Hart College defeated
over Sigma Phi Epsilon
infield, and get back to Murray with
Alpha Gamma Delta S·O
and TSA-JPN took the
plenty of time to study. Nothin' to it.
win over Alpha Sigma
to become the women's
There is nothing like the atmosPhi.
league champion.
phere of the Kentucky Derby. You
"The final game gave
"Each round of the
can smell Kentucky heritage as you
the team a chance to
tournament was fun
walk down the street and catch your
prove our ability," Tim
because we all get to play
first glimpse of the famous twin
Kane, senior player and Hart College senior Jill Condon (left), from Newburg, Ind., passes before soccer at a competitive
spires. The smell of bluegrass, tobaccoach for Uunbd<1 Chi Alpha Gamma Delta junior LeeAnna Green, from Mayfield, can steal it.
level, which I really
co, mint juleps and, if you get close
Alpha, said. "We played
"The team is very com- and continued to the sec- win," Ballantyne said. enjoy," Tim Kane said.
enough, horse manure is a welcoming
well as a team and that's petitive, and we wanted ond round of competi- "We were determined to
Lambda Chi went on to
stench to any Kentuckian. If you
what took us all the way." more than anything to . tion. The other teams win no matter what. The defeat Elizabeth College
aren't from Kentucky, pretend you
To compete in the tour- win and do well," Lauren received a bye for the first team is very close. We in the third round Tuesare for a day. After all, you do go to
nament, teams must win Ballantyne, freshman and round.
worked well together and day, and Richmond Colschool in Kentucky.
Tuesday's
second- had fun, which is what lege defeated TSA-JPN,
half of their regular sea- Hart College team memOnce you get into the infield with
son games. Five teams her, said. "We began prac- round games ended with this is all about."
giving Lambda Chi Alpha
100,000 of your closest friends, it's
Lambda Chi Alpha, and Richmond College a
competed in the women's tieing at the beginning of Hart's win over BWA, and
almost like seeing a toned-down verdivision, and nine com- the season to get a good Alpha Gamma Delta's vic- Alpha Sigma Phi, Sigma trip to the championship.
sion of Mardi Gras, just with fewer
foundation for the year."
tory over Richmond, Phi Epsilon, Hart College,
Kane said: "It's a blast
peted in the men's.
beads and a little less puke. Of the
Elizabeth and Rich- sending Hart and Alpha Elizabeth College A, Eliz- to play intramural soccer
Hart, Elizabeth and
approximate 15 hours I've spent in the
Regents colleges, BW A mond colleges were the Gamma Delta to the abeth B. Richmond Col- at Murray State. The
infield, I've probably seen nine seclege, Polka Kings and camaraderie and fan supand Alpha Gamma Delta only teams to compete in finals.
onds worth of horses.
"We've all worked so TSA-JPN played for the port arc the best part of
sorority played for the Monday's first round.
The walk out of Churchill Downs to
Richmond won the game bard, and we deserve this 'men's championship.
the game."
women's title.
your car parked three miles away is
art by Chia Hung Chang/The News
almost as fun as the time in the
infield. Everyone should experience
the Derby once in their lives, and the
finals excuse is not worth lying to
yourself.
Hart
Get your keys, friends, some extra
BliUbe.th
clothing, money and drive to
Louisville.
PolbKings
And if you absolutely have to, bring
Elizabelh
8
your books with you.
Ric:br.nond

'We are the champions'

Lambda Chi, Hart -win soccer leagues
.

Richmond

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor of The Murray State News, e-mail
him at nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.

The Sports Line...
TV Events

Murray State Events

Tonight: TBS @ 6:30 p.m.
MLB Baseball
Astros at Braves

Saturday: NBC @ 4 p.m.
Visa Triple Crown
Kentucky Derby

Today: Track and Field
Austin Peay University
OVC Championships

Saturday:.Baseball @ 1 p.m.
Reagan Field
Austin Peay at Murray St.

Saturday: WGN @ noon
MLB Baseball
White Sox at Blue Jays

Sunday: ESPN @ 7 p.m.
Sunday Night Baseball
Dodgers at Reds

Saturday: Track and Field
Austin Peay University
OVC Championships

Sunday: Baseball @ 1 p.m.
Reagan Field
Austin Peay at Murray St.
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'Breds defense solid in loss to Mississippi

~::~i~!ge

bhengge@thenews.org

The
Thoroughbreds
were unable to come up
with enough key hits
Wednesday night as the
team traveled to No. 18
Ole Miss, losing 10-2.
Despite playing its
sixth error-free game of
the season, the 'Breds (2323,11-7 OVC) were unable
to beat the Rebels.
"We need to just keep
playing solid baseball and
the hits will come,"
sophomore second baseman Seth Hudson said.
"We have a solid team,
and when we don't beat
ourselves, we can compete with anyone. We are
just ready to finish this
last stretch of the season
strong."
Last weekend, the
'Breds resorted to any
means necessary to take
two out of three games
against Tennessee-Martin.
In the first of the three
game series, with the
score tied 3-3 in the top of
the ninth inning, junior
outfielder Brett Mullins
hit a one out infield single, then moved to third
on junior infielder Chaz
Ebert's hit-and-run single.
With Mullins charging
for home, sophomore second baseman Seth Hudson laid down a bunt
right in front of home
plate, letting Mullins
score the game-winning
run.
The suicide squeeze
helped the 'Breds offense
break through on an
afternoon that saw the
team collect just one
extra base hit, sophomore
outfielder Austin Swain's
double in the fourth
inning.
On the mound, junior
Billy Fares got the win in
relief, allowing no runs
on no hits, striking out
one and retiring all four
batters he faced in 1 2/ 3

n~pho~

•

Senior first baseman Josh Foreman drives in a run In the Thoroughbreds 24-7 romp over Tennessee
Tech April23. The 'Breds evened its record at 23-23 following a 10-2 loss to the Ole Miss Rebels.
innings. Senior Craig hittjng.
Kraus started for the
Senior pitcher Jon Ross
'Breds, allowing three Shelton got the win,
runs (one earned) on six allowing two runs on
hits, striking out eight seven hits, striking out
and walkif18- twn in 7 1/3 five and walking two in
innings.
six innings.
The second game of the
The early lead was
series was an exact oppo- enough to sustain as the
site of rhe first as offense 13reds h~ l d on to win the
game 6-2.
took center stage.
The 'Breds scored six
Head
Coach
Rob
runs in the first inning off McDonald said he was
the Skyhawk's defensive happy with the pitching
miscues and Mullin's and but not with the lack of
sophomore
outfielder runs after the first inning.
Tyler Pittman's clutch
"I thought we pitched

well there," McDonald
said. "We scored six runs
in the first. but we didn't
score again. We had runners on second or third,
but we didn't have any
good at-bats. We need
more of our guys to step
forward and say, 'I'm
going to lf~t the Job
done.'"
In the third game of the
series, the 'Breds got a
strong pitching performance, this time from
junior pitcher West Harris, but two 'Breds errors

and
several
walks
allowed the Skyhawks to
get by with a 4-2 victory.
"I expected more out of
our guys than we showed
in this game," McDonald
said. "Every game is critical for us, and we're going
to be fighting to win
every last game."
The 'Breds open a sixgame homestand against
Austin Peay at 1 p.m. Saturday at Reagan Field.
The OVC Championship tournament is
May 25-28 in Paducah.

Track teams begin OVC Championships today
Head coach looks
to 'bright future '
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinlcenbeard@thenews.org

With a non-scholarship men's
team and a small women's team,
the two will compete today and
Saturday in the Ohio Valley Conference Outdoor Track and Field
Championships.
Head Coach Dcreck Chavis
will not use that as an excuse as
he finishes his f1tst year on the
job looking forward to coaching
this weekend and in future seasons.
"I think my athletes are in a
really good position to have
some good performances this
upcoming weekend," Chavis
said. "We just have to let that
happen the way it happens.''
Although cuts forced the
men's team to go non-scholar-

ship. Chavis had a couple athletes verbally committed to coming to the University to run track
and field for the 2006 season.
But high school athletes cannot
sign with the University since
the team is non-scholarship.
Athletes on the men's team
transferred from the school after
the budget cuts, and several
women followed suit. Despite
the problems coming into the
program, Chavis s:tid he docs not
feel he had a hard time recruiting.
"We've had 21 recruits on cam·
pus, and I've signed six of them,"
Chavis said. "On the women's
side, it's gone pretty well. I've
actually signed one of the top
recruits in Kentucky."
Both teams competed in five
meets during the outdoor season. As a tuneup to the OVC

Championships, several athletes
competed in the National City
Track and Field Invitational Saturday at Western Kentucky University's L.T. Smith Stadium.
Senior captain Jamie Nurnberger had the highest placing of
any Murray State athlete as she
finished second in the hammer
throw with a toss of 169 inches.
For the men, senior David
Claybrooks was the only Murray
State competitor, and he finished
fourth in the 400-meter hurdles
with a time of 58.91 seconds.
Junior jumper Chanel Morgan
placed seventh in the triple jump
at 35-11 1/4 inches, and she finished 10th in the long jump with
a leap of 16-6 inches.
Sophomore distance runner
Megan Rainville also competed
in the 3000-meter steeplechase
finishing ninth with a time of
U:45.17.
Dereck Chavis said he has seen
plenty of leadership from his
athletes, which shows a positive
outlook for the program in the
coming years.
"I sec a bright future because

we have most of our people coming back next year," Chavis said.
"I'm going to have a large senior
class along with a big freshman
class, and I'm going to need that
leadership there to help pull the
newbies through. I think the kids
on our team have good character, and that's going to be real
important to help the new people coming in."
Austin Peay University hosts
this year's outdoor championship beginning at 1 p.m. today.
On the schedule for today are
fi nals in the men's and women's
high jump, long jump, javelin
and shot put. In the running
events, the men and women will
have finals in the 3,000-meter
steeplechase and 10,000-metcr
run.
Saturday. every other event
will be run as finals as the opening ceremony will begin at 11:50
a.m.
Eastern Illinois is the eighttime defending champion on the
men's side while the women of
Southeast Missouri State look
for a three-peat.

Students brave
river obstacles
on adventure
Murray State student Stephen Hunt
and two friends decided a couple
weeks ago to embark on a big adventure down the Obion River to the
mighty Mississippi River.
Hunt took a kayak while his friend s
used a two-man canoe to curry all
their needed equipment.
On April 21, the three prayed for a
safe trip and pushed off from the
Highway 140 bridge near Como.
Tenn. Being a local from the Obion
River area, Hunt had knowledge of
others who failed in their experiences
trying to navigate the Obion River.
The
group
decided
Hunt
would be best
suited to travel in
the kayak since
he was the only
one w ith previous experience in
one, and they set
off on their voyage.
They had traveled nearly 10
miles before they
Jon
encountered
Holden
major obstacles Outdoor Columnist
like fallen trees
and low branches hanging in their
path. To get past the obstacles, they
had to either cut their way through or
haul their boats over them.
By the time they decided to stop for
the day, they had traveled approximately 25 miles downstream to Big
Cypress Tree State National Area in
Obion County, Tenn. Once th(.•y were
tied off, they decided to find tl cumpsite for the night.
The next day. they decided to take
it easy and enjoy all that nature had to
offer. They paddled lightly and
climbed several banks to sec the
fields and wildlife. Once they got tu
Obion they grabbed a bite to eat at a
small cafe and bought some more
supplies at a local Dollar General.
After pushing off again, they trave led until they reached the point in
which the north and south rorks of
the river meet up with the middle
fork. In western Tennessee, where I
am from, we call this area Big River
County. That night, after setting up
camp, they had a visit from some
wildlife as a coyote approached them,
and in the morning, they discovered
bobcat tracks near their campsite.
Saturday morning, they woke up by
the sunlight and discovered they had
miscalculated how far they had actu·
ally traveled because they were 10
miles behind schedule.
They had to rush through the day
to get to their destination, the mouth
of the Obion. When they neared the
mouth, they began to s~d the force of
the mighty Mississippi as they were
being pulled into it.
They saw the water level was high
enough for them to cross over the
levy and into the Mississippi. Nervously, the three went out into the
Mississippi River and into the mouth
of the Obion River. Once they
r~ached the mouth, they pulled their
boats out of the water and thanked
God for a mission accomplished.
So, if you are an adventurous person and want to explore the land or
rivers like Hunt and his friends,
remember to take enough supplies
and be careful on your journey.

Jon Holden is the outdoor columnist for
The Murray State News, e-mailltim at
jholden@thenews.org
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Spring football practice concludes Division I-A opponent in sights
as new players emerge with roles for 7th straight year as Bulldogs
host Racers in '05 season opener

DanTepe
Staff Writer

BobHengge

dtepe@thenews.org

Staff Writer
Spring practice for the football team concluded April 24
after 15 arduous workouts, and
Head Coach Joe Pannunzio
was pleased to see the same
fire and grit from the 2004 7-4
team.
"Overall, I like our team, and
I think we could have a special
season," Pannunzio said in an
April 25 interview with GoRacers.com.
However, the Racers will
need to make some adjustments for the 2005 season
because of the multitude of
new faces coming into the program. Thirty new players,
freshmen and transfers, join
the team this fall.
"We have a good base to
build on, but we are expecting
those newcomers to contribute," Pannunzio said.
On the roster, the Racers
possess balance between the
classes with 17 seniors, 23
juniors, 17 sophomores and 21
freshmen.
A~ new players arrive, a few
notable coaches will be on different sidelines next season.
Assistant coaches Derek Jones
and Brendt Bedsole left Murray
for jobs at Middle Tennessee
State and Samford, respectively.
One new player who will
have a major impact is junior

bhengge@thenews.ors

file photo

Freshman linebacker WUI Werner does bicep curls during
one of the Racers' spring weight workout sessions.
transfer Ken Topps. Topps is
vying against sophomore Ryne
Salyer for the starting quarterback position after 2004 starting quarterback Adam Fisher
decided to transfer.
Topps brings a running game
and a big arm to the quarterback position. Salyer was able
to see time on the field when
Fisher injured himself in the
team's game against Connecticut. Salyer ended the season

UveOak

27-of-45 for 343 yards and one
touchdown.
The Racer quarterbacks lost
one of their best receivers in
spring practice when junior
Dan Rumley suffered a broken
collarbone. However, despite
the ·injury, Rumley is expected
to be ready for fall camp.
Fall camp begins in August,
and the Racers open the season
Sept. 3 at Division I-A Mississippi State.

With the announcement of the 2005
Murray State football schedule, the
Racers look forward to a busy schedule in the battle for the Ohio Valley
Conference championship.
With five home and six away
games, the Racers will have to change
its losing record on the road. In previous seasons. including 2004, the
team has been a strong opponent at
Roy Stewart Stadium but has faltered
in away games.
The schedule offers the Racers few
breaks as it plays II games in 12 weekends. The team opens the season with
an away game against Division 1-A
Mississippi State in Starkville, Miss.
The Racers' schedule has included
a game against a Division l·A team
every year since 1998 when the Racers took on Brigham Young University. The Racers have also battled Wisconsin, Minnesota, Memphis, Kentucky and other Division I-A teams.
In 2004, the Racers traveled to
Rentschler Field in Hartford, Conn.,
to take on the University of Connecticut where the team fell 52-14 to the
Huskies.
Head Coach Joe Pannunzio likes
giving his players the opportunity to
showcase their talent against a Division I-A program to see how far they
have come in practice.
"We've faced a D-1 team every season I've been here," Pannunzio said.
''I think it gives our kids a chance to

Spirituality. com

One-, two-, and three-bedroom
$100 deposit
Six-month lease
Debbie Siress, manager
906 Broaa St. Ext. • Murray, Ky.
753-8221

show more people what they can do."
The schedule is favorable for Murray State because many of the better
OVC teams from 2004, such as Eastern Kentucky and two-time defending conference champion Jacksonville State, will have to travel to
Stewart Stadium this year.
Pannunzio said he likes the Racers'
conference schedule because of the
caliber of schools the team will battle
at home.
"We've got the OVC's big hitters at
home and playing teams like Jacksonville. Eastern Kentucky and Eastern Illinois." Pannunzio said. "It's better to have them at home than on the
road."

Murray State . .een
2005 FootbaD Sehechde
at Missls$ippi State

Sept. 3
Sept.l7
Sept. 24
Oct.l
Oct. 8
Oct. IS
Oct.22
Oct. 29
Nov.5

ID~naState

at Illinois State

*at Tennessee Tedl
*Jaebo.mJie State
*at Samford
*Ealtenl Dllnofa

*atSEMO
*Eastern ICeDbackJ
AastbiPeay
*at Tennessee-Martin

Nov.12
Nov.l9

Dates are subject to chqe. Home
games are in bold letten.
*OVCgames

~State Line Western World, Inc~
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Shopping Center

70S Ma1n St , HWV. 841

Hazel. KY <42049
www .srarehnewe£temwond oom

•·mall: St•relinewestemOca.com

.,...,. ...... ........

WlltnWW, TICII, TI'IIIIPI,

.........,... ....
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t.any & Lynda WarrJ
S.nyWard
BUS: 270-492-!1144
FAX: 270... 92-8:148

All your news and MORE -visit thenews.org
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The Purple Building

10¢ off any Cream ice beverage! Offer expires May 6, 2005.

Cou•~ •u~~L u•~ •c~u•es!

• Iced Llttt a Mocha

• Hat Ctlacallte
• c....l Macchllto
• TIZ8 Chll
• Wllltl Chacllltl MaChi
• CIPPUCCino
Pastry Items: Assorted bars, muffins, danish, cinnamon rolls, & cookies!

Leeder Bottom
Highway 45 & 1241

Babydoll's Cabaret Review!
THEY WILL ROCK YOUR WORLD!

Come find out what our coffee of the day is!
Finals Week: May 8- 12 open until 2 a.m.

Must be 21
Monday- Saturday 5 p.m.- 1 a.m.
270-534-0333 • 270-293-2069

Open: Monday- Friday 7 a.m. -11 p.m. & Saturday- Sunday 10 a.m. -10 p.m.

Located in Hart Residential College • 762-5333

FOR

SALE

Waitt T.1nning Br.tk Buy direct & o;ave!
Full body units from $22,1 month! free
Color Catalog. Call Tod.1y! 1·800·842·
I 3~~np.l'lstan.com

log Homl' Auction. SJturdc~y, May 21st.
M.lc;kville & Cl.t~gow li:enlucky. 26 ntw
log home p,trk,lge~ offl'n'<f. One
absolute to hlgh<>St hidder! Packilf\l'
Include~ sub-Ouor, logs, windows,
dOOI'S, rafters, roofing... Oam!'i Bnon(l
log Hom.i:.l:ll~0-766-9474
Angu~

Bulls i<>r S<tle; PNformanc c and
Fertility ll-sted. RNdy to brl't'<f cows.
Kentucky raiSI:<L 85'l·7'12-6119~-

Sawmilb· S2,6~5· Lumoc-rM.ltL'-2000 &
lumberlite·24. Nor.\lood lndu~lries
abo manuto~eturcs utility ATV attach·
m<'nts, log ~kiddcrs, portable board
edgers and forest')' equipment.
\VWw.norwoodindustries.com
free
lnformalron:l -8()().578·1.363 exL300N

FOR RENT
1 ~room apts., UniVl'l')ity Heights,
all appli;ances included, $325 a month,
$325 deposit, 12 month lt>ase. NO
PETS! 75~937, 759-892~?!_3· 195 1 .
Profeo;siorMI office sp.Ke (or rent in
Frankfort. Just olt US 127 nl'.lr !·64.
Approxim.ttely 700 squ.tre fN:I on 5<'<.:·
ond rlonr, priv,ue h.tth, clo~Ms. $000 per
month, mcludc~ w.Hrr/~wer, eleuric,
gas. Call 502·22J·8_82_1_._ __

HELP WANTED
Residential trutment facility for ado·
lescents currently hirln15 students graduating with degrees m psycholo~,
sociology, criminal justlcl', soctal
work,
recreation
and
otht>r
~ocial/beha11ior;al sciences.
Facility
located in middlt> Tt>nnesset>. Cont.llc1
lucas at drt>mploymentetthr~·
springs. com or f;a" l'e$uml' to (931)
729-9525,
www.
threesprings.com/ducltri~l'r

roup

ng

Bon&H, 4 hours of your group's timl'

PLUS our flft (yes, free) fundraiting
solutions EQUALS Sl,OOO.S2,000 in
umings for your group. Call TODAY
for a $600 bonus Wflm you schedull'
your non-sales fundraiser with Cam·
pusfundraiser. Contact Campus- Fund·
raiser, (888) 923·3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com_ __
NOW HIRING CAMPUS MANAGERS
Ready for tht! UReps challt>njtel UReps
is looldng for the most outgorng, enthu·
siastic leaders for our Campus Manager
position for the Fall 2005 seml'Ster!
Work 10 hours per week. gain valuablt>
buisness el(penent:e, ancf earn while
you build your resuml'. $100 weekly
sal.lry plus bonuses. To learn more, o~nd
apply, visit www.lJ!ePII·eot:."·
Part.time motht>r's helper wanted.
Cadiz family ~king caring and reliable
pt>rson to watch our two children. l ight
housekeeping. non-smoker, good p;ay,
call 270.924-4328.
Summertime help, looking for ;a
summer jobl Earn money and N\ll'
fun. Summer camp' on Kentucky
l.itkl' with openings m aquatics, food
service, shooting sports and amp
COUI\Sl'lors. Interested individuals
should contact uura at 270.345·
2144

Deck Hand~. No experience; we lrain
on ship. Top pay. benefits. HS grads 17.34. Must relocate. Call M·F 1-8()0.284·

6289

Estate Planning: Senior Market Orm
s('('k> outside sales rep; to pre;(:nr pldn·
ninl! options to prospective clients.
Training, support and leads rrovidtod.
$1,800-$2,700+ weekly. Cal Rkh at
1!00-8&0-8275, Ext. #410
Get P.tid to shop! Join the world's largest
Mystery Shopping Company today!
Flel(ible, iun & free to join. Apply now
at: ~vw.gapbuster.com/x~
_
Manager, Health Information ..,1.1nagl'ment Associate's Degree with thr~

years c-xpenence In

1on
an(l extensive com!)4ter
expcnencc (Word, Excel, Acn5s, Pow·
Prpwnt. Etc.) rcqu1wd. RHIA or RtiiT
prcferrt.'{l, Send rt'$ume to: OMIIS 611
[. P;~rrish Ave. Owensboro, Ky 4210 lor
apply online: www.umh$.org
N\Jna~emcnt

Mf.'dic.tl Rcsplr.11ory I ht•rap1~t. rull·
lim<~· 7p-7a. CRl or RRT- Completion of
an AS Df'gwc in Re~piratory Cam.
Mand.11ury <t•ftlfiC.Itlon rn the st.lte ot
KY rN1uir1'CI. Sf'nd rrsunw tu: OMHS
Ill t £. Parrish Aw. Owensbolf), Ky
42J01 or apply nnlinl•: www.omhs.org
Online Jobs... <'Bay workt.'fl> ne<>dro.
Cnme work wuh u~ onhnu. SS$ Week·
iy. Uw your home mrnputer or laptop.
No expenenr.e ncn~sary. 1-t10Q.f,•l3·
9398 ext. 1862

S«crct Shopper\ Ncetlcd. Pose as cu~·
tomers for Slore cvaluatrons. Local
stores, rest.turants & lhe.Jtcrs. Training
provided. flexible hours. Email
required. Call now! 1-800·585-9024
ext. 6351
Annu.!l

Eatnl~

Is what counts! CrJ

2004 avg. eamr~: Solo $4\1,':150. Top

St<~r

Oriver· Nevt':l' Mail 10 PJJX•r.v<ork again!
-Transno 'Dail)· pa~· •Gre.at miles •Rc>gular homc:time "Newer ~~~uipmcnt . 8M·
346·4039.
www.kn ghttran~.corn .
Class-A CDU 6 month' OTR
Dnwr: Owner Operator~ nt'f'dcd.
Home weekends ~'{ during tht~ wt'<'k.
Creal rattY mile! Vans- no tourh, h..tY!
plates avtiil.lhle. fn~t $tart. 1UO% {ul'i
surcharge. 1·600·511·0082
Drivers· Accr;-ptmg Trainee:o! CDJ in If•
days! No money down, ~tud<·nt iinan•··
mg! TuitJOn mtmhurserncnt .wail. loh
placement a~ 1-800-883.0171 c.o.l. A·
50

Drivers: i\re you getting a pay rillse in
:.!005? Roehl driver<; afl'' Van- up to
.l9c. Flatbed- up to 41 q.. plus tarp. Signon bonu~. Students welwme. Cl.1ss-A
required. EOE. Call Roehl, 877-774·
5308 www.GoR1x:hl.com
Drivers: Cl,1ss-A COL, Local runs, drop
~ear rt'<.cnl experience
required.
866-270-2665

$70,526. Class-A CDL required .
XM seMcc. 1·8CllK:FI·DRIVE (1-800234·3748) or \WoW.( fidriVC.CI)Ill

and hook. 2

Driver · 52,750 sigr1 l)n + Oricnt.ltion
pJy + Earn up to S4'l,OOO + asslgmxl
equipment. CDL-N (, months OTR.
1!17-68M&27. JD<: l ogis!lcs.
_

Driver;: Do ~ou havt> J fll()'l driving
!!'lpcrienc:e and a Kentucky COli. You
should be making 40 cpml With 1 yr or
J yr~, you stan at-11 or 42 c/1m! Run .10
,1ssignl'd ronll{'ntional iJOl be home
every 14 rlay;. Full bent•fil; .Jnd W('('k!y
ray incltrd<.>d. <10- 42 t·pm: You dQ<,t•rvc
It! 1·877-452-5627. 1'01!.

~lo

Driver- Coven. tnt rr.m ..r•or1 Ex< ellcnt
Pay & Benefits for hpcri('nled Drivers,
010, Solos, rf'.lfllS ·"' Cruduale stU·
dt•nt~. Bonuses Paid wed:ly. tquJJ
Opp<>r1uni1y £mployPr.llllll·MORI~·PAY
(68U·bh7-372<Jl
Driver: CRST Van b<pcditt'tl, Amerir-,J's
l:ng($1 tC.1f11 c~mic:r, TLAM DRIVERS
ONLY. Irain your spouMJ or lriend. Run
5000-6000 miles per week. 80& drop &
hook. 9'1% no-touch freight. Paid twice
w~klr,. great hom~time poliq·. ror
mort• rn1ormat1011, ronlilc:t Bub or Andv
1-000.929-2778
Driver- Drivus nccdl.od! Solo & T<'am

w~o~ow.abdriver!o.com

Drivers L.<1rgco.t p,1y Increase in IllS ro.
RYI OTR. Regional & D<·cfic,w•d. Grt·~ll
hometime. SWIFT Transport.ttion 800·
2.11-5209 www.Sw1ftTruc kinglohs.c~lfTI
Drivers. Over the rOJd, 35 stales. I lal
w/~ides,. l.w~ I'TlOtk-1 convcntronals. 3
year; expcrirnct•. $2,000 ~ign on honus.
St.art .:'14¢·.38¢ mile+ bCnetlts. C.1ll
(800l444-6fi48
N1!00 a lob? CRSTI :-Jo !'.l\JlCricncel No
problem! No credit check. No monthly
paymenL Immediate benefit packas:e

Transport needs inexperienced drr·
ver&. llt-.me most wt-ekencb, Peterbilt
tru•~. shared tuition. Good ~tarting
pay. Foud .wllodging providt.'<f. 1-8U04'it;-4h82
W,1n1 homt• wwkly with more pay? Run
Ht•.ml.lnd\ Ohio Rt>gional! $.41/mile
wrnpany drivE·rs S1.07 for Operatol">!
12 month~ OTR requir1'cl. He~rtl.md
Exprt·ss 1·60(1·4·11-49S.~ www.hcartl.1noc~prC'~~-corn

HEALTH

wanted for vinyl siding,
Easv credit terms. No n:lvmNrt<
summer 2005, Startmg
Call1-800-251 0841
Do you like Te11as Hold'eml C?fx·n to
the public. Gambling supplrcs al
Wholesale Pricing! Poker chips. TJbll'$,
Roulette and more. 1 Wt•ek Only!
www.dtdisrrihu11ng.com

farn Dcgrt:t> onli011 from home. ' liusi.
ne.s . •Paralcgo~l, •computers. Juh piJ( c·
ment ilssislance. Cofl\puter & financial
aid if qualify. 866-858·2121 www.tid(1watertah.wm
Free 4-Room DIRECTV Sy-ll'm lrtdud·

Hc;tlth B(.'flelib ~s low as $12(1/month
for families, individuals. husmesses;
.Kcitlcnts, prcscriptrons, hospit.tl !>lay>,
emet:genr y room visits, vision, dcnt.ll.
You can'l be denied. 1-888-220.7303.

ing standard installation. J Month$ fREE
50+ Premium Channels. Al..-ccss to 01/l'r
225 channelsl Umitcd time offer. S&H,
restridions apply. 1 ·80().2~61 7.

TRAVEL

Keep up with the
people and events
at Murray State
University. Purchase a
subscription
to The Murray
State News.

CHERRY BLOS<;OM GOLF A-.;D
COUI\:TRY CLUB, Georget<M"'l. Golf
Digest voted us best pt:Kcs to play
2004! Jom U5 for your next round/out·
ing. Spedal Membership av.tilable.
SO:l-570-96491

MISC.
<OMI'U If DIRECTORY OF KENlUCKY NLWSPAPERS is .wail.1ble for
$25 from K('ntutky Press Association,
I01 Cnn$urner l.me, Fr.1nl..fnrt, KY
40601. Prin• int lucl~ shipping Jnd
h.mdling.
Rl'•t(:h over 1,000,000 read(ors with one
t.lll! Cont.K1 the classiii<'<f dt·p$tment
of thi~ nl~JMpt•r or c;,lll KPS .1t 502·
223·8H21 ior more ini(llm.ttion about
pi.Jt ing a 25·word classified tn 70 new.,..
flolp<'f5 for only S:l2S!
SSCASHSS lmmcdi<•te cash ior ~truc
tur!>d s<'ltlerTI<'nts, annuitic:;. Ia\\ su1t,
mor1J:ag<> notes & Cash flows JG Wmtwortli 111 1-800·794-73 1o

.

- .

One-year
subscription
$20
2609 University Station
Murray, KY 42071
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Rowing team
loses race
for state title

Victory
Senior leads 'Breds with game-winning pitches
Brittany Renfro
Assistant Sports Editor

DanTepe

brmfro@thenews.org

Staff Writer
dtepe@thenews.org

This season has been right on
target for senior pitcher Craig
Kraus, who has pitched seven
winning games and one loss for
the Thoroughbreds.
"Baseball at Murray State is a
way to get school paid for to do
what I love most," Kraus said.
"When I'm not playing any more,
I will be bored out of my mind. I
just love the game."
Kraus began the season on a
high note, allowing only one
frrst-inning run on three hits and
striking out seven Feb. 19 against
Bradley University.
A week later, the 'Breds (23-23,
11-7 OVC) won with Kraus (7-1)
allowing no runs on four hits,
striking out two and walking
one.
Kraus was named Ohio Valley
Conference Pitcher of the Week
April 18 after becoming the first
conference pitcher to defeat
Morehead State this season.
"The most rewarding part of
the season was getting the Pitcher of the Week award," Kraus
said. "It was the best I've thrown
all year. It felt good to pitch so
well."
Assistant Coach Paul Wyczawski said Kraus bas been someone the other players on the
team could admire.
"Kraus helps our club in
numerous ways." Wyczawski
said. "He leads by example when
he pitches and in his vocal support of teammates in the
dugout."
Kraus, the right-hander from
Louisville, allowed two runs on
five hits, struck out eight and
walked two in nine innings
against Morehead State. Kraus
threw a total of 125 pitches,
including 76 strikes, in the game.
"Most baseball people say a
large amount of the game is

Taylor/ The News

Senior Craig Kraus pltcbes lD the game against Bradley Feb. 19. Kraus was awarded OVC Pitcher of the Week for his pitching perfoi'IIUIDCe against the Morehead State Eagles Aprill6.
"Being around the guys everydetermined on the mound,"
Wyczawski said. "Kraus sets the day bas been important to me,"
tone for the weekend by getting Kraus said. "We're all good
friends and everyone fits in so
the first victory."
Since being named OVC Pitch- well"
er of the Week, Kraus has
Starting as pitcher in Saturpitched in two games for the day's game against Tennessee•Martin, Kraus allowed three runs
'Breds.
The April 23 game against on six hits, striking out eight and
Tennessee Tech marked another walking two in 7-1/3 innings. The
victory for Kraus, who allowed 'Breds defeated the Skyhawks 4six Funs on 13 hits, struck out 3 with a suicide bunt in the ninth
four and walked one in seven inning.
Wyczawski said losing Kraus
innings.
he
will miss many for
the 2006 season will be diffiKraus
said
t
,,
'"I
aspects of the team when he cult.
graduates in 2006.
"Any time you lose a pitcher
I.
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t
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the caliber of Craig who gives
the team a tremendous amount
of stability, they're hard to
replace," Wyczawski said. "He
accepts the challenge of taking
on the other team's best man the
start of each series."
Four years leadership and
experience in the league is one of
Kraus' best attributes, Wyczawski said.
Wyczawski said: "It's just been
a real joy to coach Kraus. He will
be tough to replace and he leaves
a l~acy that shows others the
importanc~ of how
prepue
and play the game."

to

The University of Louisville Cardinals swept the Racers to win the
Kentucky State Champion title for
the fourth consecutive year at the
fourth-annual Derby Festival Regatta in Louisville Saturday.
In the four-year history of the
race, the Cardinals have a perfect
record against the Racers, winning
the 16 races between the two teams
to remain perfect in its head-to-head
matchup against the Racers.
Murray State Head Coach Bill
McLean said he did not think the
Racers displayed its best performance at the race, which about 1,000
fans attended, on the Ohio River.
"We did not row aggressively at all
and off the line," McLean said.
"They were rowing about four beats
higher than us. They were just more
aggressive off the line and rowed
well."
Louisville took both varsity and
novice-S races on the 500-meter
course with an 11 second win in the
frrst race and a 12 second victory in
race two for a sweep in the varsity 8.
In the novice 8, the Racers narrowed the gap but lost by 7 seconds
in race one and by a margin of 7 5
seconds in race two.
Louisville Head Coach Richard
Ruggieri said he was impressed with
his team's performance.
"I thought we rowed pretty well
today." Ruggieri said. "This was
another great event for our program,
and I think the fans really enjoyed all
of the races.
Bill McLean said the Racers rowed
well, but Louisville was too much.
"Technically, I feel that we rowed
better, but they just had more muscle," he said.
Murray State will compete May 1314 at the Dad Vail Regatta in
Philadelphia in its last competition
before the NCAA tournament begins
May 20 in Sacramento, Calif.
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DISCOUNT COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS
•

...._owest rtce
on
Absolutely the
best buy.. back
prices around!

•
Dorm Complex

011ce you have registered for your
courses, !rave AU your textbooks
waiting without standi11g itz long li11es!
Regents

...

Bmdle>' Book

Call or visit us at:
1303 Chestnut St.
753-8767

